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This dissertation investigated a normative theory that says computer

users have different dialog needs depending on their level of experience

in using a computer. It was developed from the human factors and

user-system interface research built upon differences in expert and

novice problem soloving strategies, memory, and learning. Experts

want to control the interaction with a computer as with a command

language whereas novices want to be led through their interaction as with

menus and prompts. Since most computer interfaces only provide one

dialog mode, some portion of a population having a wide range of user

experience is not having their user-system interface needs met. This

research hypothesizes that the answer to satisfiy the needs of a mixed
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population is to have multiple dialog modes that the user is free to choose

from and switch between as required.

The hypotheses that experts and novices would perform better and

be more satisfied with multiple dialog modes than with just one mode

were tested empirically in a controlled laboratory setting. Both novice

and expert computer users used one of three types of user-system

interfaces (menu, command language, or both modes) to perform the

same data base task. Results showed that those with both types of d ;alog

modes were more satisfied and performed better than the command

language group but were statistically equal to the menu group even

though the performance scores and the satisfaction rating was slightly

better for menu. It was found that the subject's choice of dialog mode,

when both modes were available, and their satisfaction with a dialog

mode had more to do with past experience and preference than with the

difference in expert and novice problem solving strategies. Results also

suggested that improvements in technology (e.g. fast display times for

presenting the menus) and the incorporation of basic underlying
functions developed from human factor studies into the user-system
interface have tended to overcome some of the previous dissatisfaction by

experts for computer directed (menu) type of dialog modes. In

conlusion, it was found that even though multiple dialog modes did not

improve performance and satifaction over menus (although much

superior to having just command language) almost 100% of the 98

subjects expressed a preference for multiple dialog modes. When the

vi



subjects were given a choice of dialog modes the subjects as a whole,

regardless of experience, split 60/40, menu to commmand language.

Thus, strong consideration should be given to having multiple dialog

modes in a user-system interface for application systems that are to be

used by a population with a diverse experience background.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction and Problem Definition

All computer systems, no matter what type, require a

user-system interface to facilitate communication between the user and

the computer system. The interface can range from simple to complex.

It can range from setting hardware toggles, to punched cards, to

real--:ime interaction via a terminal. This mandatory interface is

necessary for data transfer in or out of the computer, processing

instructions, starting/stopping a system or a combination of these plus

others. The point is, humans must be provided with a way to

communicate with computer systems to accomplish a task and that

method is through an interface.

With the advent of interactive systems followed by mini-

computers and the micro revolution, emphasis on the user-system

interface has grown tremendously. These systems and the current

state-of-the-art in hardware has opened the door for a tremendous

variety of users who have a wide range of experience, preferences and

task requirements. Because of this variety in users' experience and task

requirements, many different methods have been used to provide the

vehicle for human/computer interaction. Most often, only one

communication method (dialog mode) is used in an interface and it is not

necessarily chosen because it is the best one for the task or the type of

user. The determination of which dialog mode to use is many times based

- ,p e . . , ,_'-. +i,. S , ., .,_., . '.,. . " . ,< . .. .+.¢ r . . '.-' '. - s
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on nothing more than what is easiest for the development team to

implement. Other times it is based on what the designer feels the typical

user would prefer as a dialog mode or on what the designer has seen in

other interfaces. In any case, the reasons for selecting one mode over

another are quite varied but they all have the basic underlying problem

that all the users, regardless of their experience with computers or the

problem task, will have to learn/conform to the selected dialog mode if

they want to use the system.

This current insistence on providing one dialog mode for all

classes of users is a common practice that needs to be critically examined.

Research in cognitive psychology, information systems and computer

science has provided indications that the dialog modes best suited for a

user-system interface used by novices do not necessarily meet the needs

and requirements of experienced users. This seems to be based on such

cognitive issues as short and long term memory, learning, human

information processing, and the differences in expert and novice

problem solving strategies. Because of this, designers must become more

cognizant of the user's needs in these areas and reflect these needs and

differences in the user-system interface. This can be done by: (1)

designing interfaces that contain a fundamental set of underlying

functions that meet the needs of all users and (2) providing flexibility in

the dialog mode to accommodate users with different levels of

experience. Without these two things, a user may have to use a system

whose interface is confusing or stilted causing the user to misunderstand

or misuse the system in accomplishing their task.

-S..
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This need for a fundamental set of underlying concepts is well

supported in the literature both theoretically and empirically. The need

to accommodate different levels of user experience is consistently written

about in a normative manner but there is little empirical evidence to

accompany it. Because of this, the main thrust of this research is to

provide empirical evidence for the need to accommodate different levels

of user experience in a user-system interface for application systems.

The research is designed to determine whether or not the use of multiple

dialog modes can accommodate the differences in user experience and

result in higher user performance and satisfaction than an interface with

only one dialog mode.

Interface Definition and Components

To properly discuss the implications of the user's performance

(effectiveness and efficiency in accomplishing a task) and satisfaction

(perceived usefulness of an interface to allow the accomplishment of a

task) with a user-system interface, one must consider different aspects of

human information processing as well as the interface itself. It is not

sufficient to just consider what "looks good" in an interface without also

trying to maximize a user's performance and satisfaction. Therefore, it

is important to know what the different components of an interface are so

that each piece can be analyzed as to its effects on user performance and

satisfaction and provide a foundation for further discussion of

user-system interfaces.

N t_
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As discussed earlier, an interface is the communication medium

through which a human and a computer carry on a dialog to accomplish a

task. Based on the work of H. Smith [80] and Benbasat et al [81], the

interface can be conceptually viewed as having four components (Figure
1.1).

Smith breaks the communication between humans and

computers (the interface) into three components: tasks, users, and

communication interfaces. Benbasat et al list four categories: human

user, decision environment, task, and interface characteristics. Using

primarily Smith's definition of an interface as a baseline, this research

generalizes his first two components into dialog task and user experience

while the third component is split into dialog mode and underlying

concepts. It is these four basic components that provide the basis for

discussing user-system interfaces.

Interface Component Relationships

T E R F A

Z Dialog User 'Dialog "
[ Task T_..xperience od

Underlying Concepts

Figure 1.1
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Dialog Task: Smith's original use of task related more to the

domain of a specific problem or application and the functionality of the

application. Later, Benbasat et al generalized the term somewhat so it

applied to a category of applications such as CAI, decision support and

word processing instead of one specific application. In this research, this

term will be generalized even more to reflect the more generic lower

level task operations a computer user would perform or need to

comi anicate while working within an application or problem domain.

These generic tasks are such things as data entry, text editing, query

retrieval and process control. This is not an exhaustive list but represents

the major types of activities that a computer user would perform when

interacting with an application to accomplish some task.

User Experience: Smith's definition of a user was based on the

pre-'80s concept of how computers were used. He defined three groups:

those who built systems (system support users), those who used the

applications (end users) and a large group between these two (mid users).

While this categorization was appropriate then, the micro computer

explosion has caused one to rethink who a user is and how one should

categorize him. It is no longer appropriate to group users by how they

use the computer but more on their experience with using computers and

working within the problem domain.

The categories in which one must consider the experience of a

user are: (1) technology, (2) problem domain (3) application specific and

(4) general. Within each of these categories a user's experience can

range from naive to causal to expert or anywhere in-between.



(1). Technology Experience: This area applies to a user's

experience with computers regardless of the computer's size or type, the

problem domain or the application domain. The level of experience in

this category can be quantified by a combination of frequency of using

computers, number of years the person has been using computers and

individual's computer education and knowledge.

(2). Problem Domain Experience: This applies to a user's

experience in the problem domain without regard to computers. For

example, an individual can be an experienced accountant whether he

keeps the books by hand or uses a computer product. Frequency and

number of years working in the problem domain as well as education and

knowledge can be used to categorize a user's experience level.

(3). Application Specific Experience: The experience level here

is closely linked to both the problem domain and technology. It reflects

the user's experience in using a particular application that pertains to the

problem domain. It can be measured in a similar fashion to technology

and problem domain.

(4). General Experience: This is a user's general knowledge

that has been acquired through life's experiences, education, society's

norms, etc. It does not have a range of experience per se that can be

easily measured as the other two categories but it can impact one's

attitudes and perceptions in gaining experience in the technology and

problem categories.

Figure 1.2 shows several possible relationships between the

different experience categories for a particular problem domain and a

K,
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user. Other users may have the same or different relationships. In the

figure, the larger the diameter of a circle the more experience the user

has in the category relative to the other categories. The first example,

(a), represents a high level of experience in all areas. (b) indicates that a

user has considerable problem domain experience but little technology

User Experience Relationships Exam pies

3 2

(a) (b)

9 9

(c) (d)

Legend:
2 1. Technology

2. Problem Domain
3. Application Specific
4. General

(e)

Figure 1.2

%- ..-,...
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experience all of which is experience with a particular application in the

problem domain. (c) is the opposite of (b) where the only experience in

the problem domain is with an application. (d) and (e) represent the

typical experience levels for technology and application novices.

When considering computer interfaces, the user population may

contain any combination of "experiences" from these categories. Users

could easily be experts in the problem but novices in technology or vice

versa. These combinations of different experience levels can have a

definite impact on the interface needs of the user population

(Larson [82], Eason [76], Maguire [82]).

Dialog Mode: This is the vehicle for representing the

communication between the user and the computer. The representation

used must be able to convey the meaning and the intent of both the

computer's and the user's requests and actions. Studies have shown that

while any dialog mode can eventually be mastered, the user's technology

and application specific level of experience can have a bearing on which

mode is most suitable and most preferred (Smith [80],

Shneiderman [80], Savage [84]).

There are several different dialog modes that can be used in an

interface. The two most often used, and the two that will be studied in

this research, are menus and command languages. Some of the other

dialog modes are natural language, question and answer, and forms.

(1). Menu: This is probably the most popular form of

communication with an application. It consists of lists of options

presented to the user from which he makes a selection. The selected item
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may perform an action or generate another menu for eliciting additional

information. Menus have the advantage of restricting the domain

presented to the user which aids in error control. By presenting all of the

information in lists, users are able to learn the application more readily

and be able to be productive with little to no training (Hall [82],

Shneiderman [79]). There can also be a high degree of control by the

application since the user's dialog is restricted to the menu presented by

the application. Interfaces that use this type of dialog mode control the

flow of communications and are called computer directed dialogs.

(2). Command Language: This dialog mode generally consists

of verb - noun pairs followed by options. This mode puts the user in

control of the flow of dialog and is an example of user directed dialog.

While this mode is generally harder to learn and can require extensive

training, it provides the user the freedom to control the interaction and

not be restricted to a particular subdomain (as long as they are legal or

valid). This mode relieves the user of having to see lists of choices when

he already knows the choices and knows what he wants to do. It is a more

succinct form of communication.

Underlying Cor epts: This is the foundation on which an

interface is based. It consists of functions that implement procedural and

conceptual requirements that have been developed through experience

and human factors research. While the human factors research area is

very broad and varied, there are many procedural and conceptual

concepts in this area that have been shown to be applicable to all

user-system interfaces regardless of the type of dialog mode used, the

" °"P "" , . , " d "* 
°
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dialog task performed or the user's experience. This subset of the

literature will be collectively called the interface's underlying concepts

for this research (see Figure 1.3 for examples). It is for the above

reasons that Smith's "communication interfaces" and Benbasat et al's

"interface characteristics" are spit into dialog mode and underlying

concepts. While these underlying concepts generally transcend dialog

mode, dialog task, and user experience, these three interface components

none-the-less have an impact on the degree to which the underlying

concept is implemented in an interface. For example, is has been shown

that an interface requires some sort of help function (to assist in memory

and leaming) but the quantity of information displayed and the method

Underlying Concepts Examples

Conceptulal Proced ural

reliability standard abbreviations
consistency error messages
simplicity object naming
feedback help
predictability current state
adaptability progress indicators
personalization spelling correction
tolerance menu formats
mental load command language syntax
type of user dialog control
ease of use cancel/undo
self-sufficiency synonyms

F 1.

Figure 1.3

9,



for obtaining the help information is dependent upon user experience

(Magers [83], Black [81], Paxton [84]).

Since this part of an interface can influence or be influenced by

the other three components, its discussion is somewhat longer. It is also

the component that has received the most attention from researchers with

the result being that many of the syntactic problems associated with this

area have been solved (though not necessarily implemented into

interface design). For these reasons this research assumes that this

foundation of underlying concepts exists and concentrates more on the

other interface components. The following discussion is presented

because it is important to understanding all the components of an

interface and to provide the reader with a basis for later discussion.

Much of the earlier literature on this subject is based on

experience, intuition, common sense and to some extent personal

opinion. But as this research area has matured, experiments and concepts

grounded in theory have been developed. First of all, there have been a

number of "concepts" lists describing the necessary ingredients and

procedures for having a successful interface. Most often they are

presented in conjunction with interface design discussions.

Shneiderman [80] identifies eight different lists of interactive interface

design considerations and goals that were developed in the '70's. They

contain both procedural and conceptual concepts that were developed

primarily from experience and opinion although many of them have

since been verified through further research. The key elements that

flowed throu h all of these lists are: simplicity, good error diagnostics,

? 5 S*. - .
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good help functions, consistency, and knowledge of the type of users.

Shneiderman also presents several broad human factors issues that are

important to consider in developing any type of interactive system

regardless of the dialog mode or dialog task.

(1). Attitude and anxiety - Studies have shown that these can

dramatically reduce learning and interfere with performance. An

interface must be designed to alleviate these problems.

(2). Control - A Jriving force in human behavior is the desire

to control. With computers, the desire to control tends to increase with

experience. Novices have been found to willingly accept the computer as

the controlling agent (computer directed dialog). Evidence to support

this issue of control was experimentally obtained by a longitudinal study

of novices performing an editing task over a thirty day period

(Gilfoil [84]). After about 18 hours of experience on the task, the

subjects had all stopped using the computer directed dialog (menus) and

had switched to a user directed dialog (command language) for the

remainder of the study.

(3). Closure - the completion of a task leading to relief and the

release of short term memory (discussed in next section) for some other

task. This has the implication that novices may want multiple small tasks

rather than one large task and has been borne out in a recent study

(Kiger [84]).

(4). Assistance - [error handling in the reference] multiple

levels of HELP depending on the experience of the user. The studies on

different levels of help systems show this to be the an important issue.

9,
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More recently, Hayes, Ball and Reddy [81] listed the following

items as necessary capabilities for an interface. These items are along the

same lines as Shneiderman's:

(1). Flexible parsing - tolerant of typing errors.

(2). Robust communication - must be able to talk to different

classes of users.

(3). Explanation system - both static and dynamic information.

(4). Personalization - conform interface to user(s).

Gains and Shaw [83] made a detailed review of dialog

programming rules and developed a number of rules (actually conceptual

and procedural concepts that need to be included in an interface) that are

categorized into four broad areas: (1) minimizing the mental load on the

user, (2) error detection and correction, (3) systems analysis and

development, and (4) user adaptation to the system. The first two are

particularly applicable to this research and can find their basis primarily

in the human memory, learning and information processing processes.

(1). Minimizing the mental load on the user:

- uniformity and consistency in terms and operations.

- provide memory aids at all levels.

- train through experience.

- make the state of the dialog observable.

(2). Error detection and correction

- validate data on entry.

- provide a re-set command.

- provide a backtrack facility.
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One of the more comprehensive set of guidelines for developing

computer interfaces has been developed by Foley and Sibert [83]. They

present a wide range of design principles, methods and guidelines that

touch on all aspects of developing an interface. Of particular interest are

the underlying concepts (called guidelines in reference) that apply to any

interface. These concepts are both procedural and conceptual in nature:

(1). Provide feedback

(2). Help user learn system

(3). Provide error correction and prevention

(4). Control response time

(5). Design for consistency

(6). Avoid memorization

(7). Avoid unnecessary spatial-linguistic conversions

James [81] provides four broad conceptual guidelines that seem

to capture the essence of many of the other more specific concepts. The

first two, reliability and adaptability, are the same as others have defined

but with the addition that adaptability includes providing an interface that

is consistent with the user's previous experiences. The third concept,

self-sufficiency, means that the user does not have to rely on any other

source to perform his task. His final concept is ease of use. On this he

says:

... ease of use is dependent on the individual background of

each user. There is no particular style of use which can be
correct for all users. This implies that the system must cater
for a wide range of styles. In particular it must cater for and
support the inexperienced user with information on how to

S...........*...........
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proceed. At the same time, it must permit the experienced
user to develop a personal, idiosyncratic style which
represents optimum performance.

What James is saying, along with many other researchers is that

while there are these underlying concepts that apply to all types of users,

the interface must also provide different dialog modes to accommodate

the differences between inexperienced and experienced users. And, it is

because of these user differences that there is a different degree to which

some of these underlying concepts should be implemented.

Research Ouestion

Based on the above discussion, prior research and theoretical

foundations (both to be discussed in the next chapter), there are two

questions this research will concentrate on. The first question is based

on the need to accommodate different levels of user experience. The

second concerns itself with the amount of experience a user needs to ,

acquire before wanting an interface that is not oriented toward a

novices's requirements.

1. Will the availability of multiple dialog modes in a

user-system interface that accommodates different levels of user

experience make a difference in overall user performance and

satisfaction?

2. At what level of experience will a user prefer a user

directed dialog over a computer directed dialog?

%'.. *.* **. **; .;N. - * f .. . * ... *... ... ? ., . * .f ..y ; ¢ . -. .: . %
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Investigative Ouestions

Although there are a number of specific questions that could be

asked to answer each of the above research questions, this research will

limit itself to the following as they apply to user-system interfaces for

applications systems:

1. Will an interface that provides multiple dialog modes for

different user experience levels improve a user populations'

perform ince and satisfaction over an interface with a single dialog

mode?

2. Does user experience level make a difference in the

user's task performance and satisfaction for different types of dialog

modes?

3. At what level of application experience will a user prefer

an application command language over an application specific menu

dialog mode?

4. What is the relationship of technology experience to

application specific experience in determining whether or not a user is

more satisfied with a computer directed interface versus a user directed

interface?

Summary

This introduction has shown that dialog mode, dialog task, user

experience and underlying concepts all play an important role in the

usability of the interface to achieve the accomplishment of a task. It has

been pointed out that while these four elements make up the components

J 2'Z :~ %
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of an interface, differences in expert and novice problem solving and the

cognitive issues of memory and learning must be considered in concert

with these four elements. An important question that arises from these

interactions is how do all these elements interact with each other and

which ones have the most effect on achieving the goal of the user-system

interface to facilitate communication that will maximizing user

performance and satisfaction in accomplishing a task. It is also important

to know which component r:an be manipulated (without ignoring the

cognitive processes) to best achieve the interface goals. The next chapter

will consider these questions and provide a model for analyzing these

relationships after discussing the relevant literature and theoretical

foundation for the research. The final section of the following chapter

will discuss the results of prior experiments that relate to user-system

interfaces and varied experience levels of user population.

• | '*1
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CHAPTER H1

Prior Research and Theoretical Foundations

One of the main themes that flows through most of the literature

on user-system interfaces is a notion that user experience does make a

difference in the interface requirements and should be taken into

consideration. This notion, based on an accumulation of evidence in the

form of opinion and some experimentation on the differences in a user's

interface needs depending on their experience level, suggests a

normative theory for maximizing performance and satisfaction. Support

for this normative theory can be found in the literature and is discussed in

the next section. In the second section, support for the normative theory

is developed from the theoretical basis of the differences in expert and

novice problem solving strategies, memory, and learning. The third

section analyzes the user-system interface in light of the need to

accommodate different levels of user experience and suggests that the key

to maximizing performance and satisfaction in a user-system interface

lies with the interaction between the user experience level and the dialog

mode with the caveat that the user-system interface contains the necessary

fundamental underlying concepts. The final section discusses some of

the previous experiments that provide evidence for the normative theory.

The research hypotheses developed from the literature, theory and past

experiments are discussed in the next chapter along with the experimental

design.

18
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Literature Review

Much of what is in the literature on the need for an interface to

support both novice and expert users are opinions by a number of

researchers from cognitive psychology, information systems, and

computer science (Norman [81], Chapanis [82], Black and

Sebrecht [81], Stevens [83], Hall [82], Benbasat and Wand [84],

Larson [82], and Maguire [82]). These researchers openly advocate this

need ard have said such things as stated by Norman as one of his major

conclusions concerning human-computer interaction in his book on

memory and learning:
A designer [of interactive systems] must think of both the
beginner and the expert simultaneously. The expert wants a
simple system with a minimum of intrusion in terms of help
and prompting and extra responses. The beginner needs
continual prompting, reassurance, extra responses that
confirm or allow for a change of mind. To design one
system for all classes of users is not easy, but it must be done.

In a later paper, Norman [83] takes this line of thought even

further when doing a tradeoff analysis between menu and command

language dialog modes. He concluded that the menu (computer directed)

dialog is best for novices and that command language (user-directed)

dialog is best for experts thus implying the need for multiple dialog

modes to support the different user experience levels. Chapanis [82; pg

1131 said the following while trying to answer a question about who the

real user of a computer system is and what his experience is: "The

answer, more often that not, is that there is no single user, but that every

system has multiple users and that all of them need to be considered...."

%
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He then goes on to discuss how, using different dialog modes and

underlying concepts based on human factors, an interface can consider

different types of users. Likewise, in Black and Sebrecht's [81; pg

164-165] discussion on how basic cognitive psychology can provide

guidelines to design interactive systems that are easy to use, they state in

their section on "User [experience] Level" that there is a need for

"flexibility" in the interface because:

Insofar as there is no single well-defined user type, it is
important to design systems with sufficient flexibility to
accommodate different users .... There are two types of

flexibility that need to be considered: between group
flexibility and within group flexibility. The first concerns
the extent to which the system is capable of differential
response to two [different] groups of users.... A... solution
to these differences in user ability is to provide two or three
different levels of use [dialog modes and underlying
concepts] and to allow the user to select the appropriate
level.

Beside just supporting the need to accommodate different levels of

user experience, there is also support for the interface goals of

maximizing performance and satisfaction. In a critical evaluation of

interfaces, Stevens [83; pg 81 says: "A software interface designed on a

naive-user basis will frequently be an irritating encumbrance to one

familiar with the system and a consequent information overload effect

may even prevent the full capabilities of the system being utilized." He

goes on to say: "It is not user-friendly to make a system easy now if it is

later limiting in terms of reasonable expectations of a user's increase in

proficiency over time." Supporting this same line of thought, Hall [82:

-7-..-.,. .. , . .
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pg 447 makes the follow statement when describing an interface design

methodology to accommodate multiple level of user experience:
... there is a need to accommodate both experienced users,
who require a very succinct language to enable them to work
fast and without frustration [user directed], and naive users
who need a lot of assistance [computer directed]. It is
desirable for the naive user to progress to advanced status
without having to learn a new advanced dialogue separate
from their beginner's dialog. HELP commands,
abbreviations for Er glish-like keywords, and
MACROS.. .are widely used: these ideas are useful, and they
do accommodate a range of competences, but can we not go
further?.., it should be possible to enable the user to freely
switch from menus or forms to programming language
[command language] within a single system.

In Benbasat and Wand's [84; pg 106] paper on designing

human-computer dialogs, they draw the same conclusion as Hall. They

say that users have different needs in both human-computer dialog and

the degree in which functions (underlying concepts) are implemented:
While novice users would prefer a computer-guided
[computer directed] system with extensive help and error
correction facilities, the experienced users would like a
user-guided [user directed] system which accepts short
messages and allows the entry of multiple commands to
speed up the dialogue. In other words, the quality and
effectiveness of the dialogue type chosen depends on the
person (Thimbley,1980). The designer has also to consider
that over time... the novices would become more
experienced users. There is, therefore, a need for a dialog
generator [i.e. a design methodology that would generate
different dialog modes] which could be used to change the

I.
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human-computer interface efficiently to suit the evolving
needs of the users and the demands of users who have
different levels of expertise.

In a similar fashion Larson [82; pg 439] says:
Menus ... can be a waste of time for the expert user, who is
already aware of the options on each menu. Experienced
use_'s prefer to enter commands directly by typing keywords
and phrases onto a single line on a terminal - a very difficult
task for novices .... A method is needed that gives the novice
his menus, yet allows the experienced user to keyboard his
input directly [computer directed verses user directed
dialogs]. Such a method would expand rather than restrict
the user's freedom in formulating commands....

From a survey of published recommendations on designing

interfaces, Maguire [82] found that the consensus of the literature states

that the user-system interface should contain two levels of dialog, one for

experienced the other for inexperienced.

There are many instances of other researchers discussing this

issue that an interface should provide support for different levels of

user experience ( Benbasat et al [81], Bertino [85], Eason [76],

Gains [81], Hayes et al [81], Hiltz [84], James [78], Kuo [85],

Nievergelt [82], J. Martin [73], Mozeico [82], Paxton [84],

Robertson [85], Savage [84], Shneiderman [79], H. Smith [80],

Treu [77], Wasserman [81]). They all concern themselves with the

problem of novice users having different user-system interface needs

than do experts and that these needs are many times opposites. Without

accommodating the different needs between novices and experts (or

experienced versus inexperienced), one or both groups will be faced with
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having to use interface functions or modes that are inappropriate for

their level of experience. The inappropriateness could inhibit the user

from maximizing both his performance on the problem task and his

satisfaction with the interface.

This type of support for accommodating different levels of user

experience is pervasive and can be stated in terms of a normative theory

even though none of these researchers have yet substantiated or validated

it. Thi; theory, based both directly and indirectly on the differences in

information processing found at different levels of user experience

(though not empirically validated), can be stated as follows:
An interface should provide support for the needs of users at
different experience levels if it is to maximize performance
and satisfaction while providing the best facilities possible for
assisting the user in accomplishing his task. This support can
best be provided through dialog modes and underlying
concepts that can be manipulated to satisfy the different user
requirements.

Theoretical Foundations

The following discussion provides a theoretical basis for the

normative theory developed from the literature review. The first area,

memory and learning is an integral process of human information

processing that leads one from an inexperience state to some higher

experience level. Using this theory as a basis, one can investigate the

differences in expert and novice problem solving strategies and relate it

to user needs in the user-system interface.
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As with any activity someone performs, using a computer

interface also involves the human process of memory and learning.

James [81] states: "Providing a good user interface is basically

concerned with human patterns of learning, using, remembering and

forgetting." They are important to consider because they are the

processes that can lead a user from naivete to an an eventual expert. They

are continually being used both consciously and unconsciously in all

activities including interacting with a computer interface. Because

memory and learning are so closely related, a brief description of each is

presented before relating them directly to user-system interfaces and

users.

Memory: Memory consists of two basic functions: information

storage and processes for manipulating the stored information. One way

to describe these two memory features is through an Information

Processing Model (Mayer [81]) as shown in Figure 2.1. The functions in

the model are:

(1). Short-Term Memory (STM) and Working Memory (WM):

These two memories together (hereafter referred to as STM collectively)

are basically our conscious memory. It holds all the information that a

person can be aware of at any one time. Experimental evidence has

shown STM to be of limited capacity (Norman [81] and Miller [56]).

This capacity is usually described as about seven separate 'chunks' of

information where the amount of data in a chunk can vary considerably

(Miller [56]). New information received in STM wifl replace existing

information causing it to be lost unless other processes are used to retain
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Information Processing Model

Short term Short term: Working
SImlus sensory store memory, memory

Stimulus (STM) (WM) Response

Long term memory
(LTM)

[Meyer 811

Figure 2.1

the information such as rehearsal or encoding. The rehearsal process

can keep information in STM and the encoding process can transfer

information from STM to long-term memory.

(2). Long-Term Memory (LTM): The capacity of this store is

considered unlimited. The organization of LTM is still a matter of

speculation but it can be said that it is organized in some pattern and items

in LTM can be retrieved into STM by following some search path. LTM

does not fade with time but items can be blocked for retrieval when new

information interferes with retrieval paths (Norman [81], Mayer [81]).

(3). Short-Term Sensory Store (STSS): This is the storage place

for raw information received by our senses. While seeming to be

unlimited in capacity, information in this store fades quickly unless

transferred into STM (Mayer [811, Card [83]).

Learning: Hand-in-hand with memory is learning. Learning is

the process of organizing LTM such that the acquisition and retrieval of
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information can be successfully accomplished. Learning can be thought

of as having three processes: (1) accretion, (2) structuring and (3) tuning

(Norman [81]).

(1). Accretion: This is the addition of new knowledge to existing

memory structures. It is the process of gradual accumulation of

knowledge. Ideally, the new knowledge fits within a prior framework of

knowledge that is appropriate for organizing and maintaining the

information. At other times the fit is bad and the new knowledge is apt to

be tucked away into inaccessible areas of memory or interpreted in an

inappropriate manner until some additional knowledge corrects the

situation. An example of accretion is when a user who is experienced

with word processing tries a new text editor. This user would already

have a structure for text editing and would only be learning new names

(commands) to perform familiar function.

(2). Structuring: This is the formation of new conceptual

structures and conceptualizations. Restructuring of knowledge is an

infrequent occurrence but when it occurs it leads to fundamental

improvements in understanding. Structuring of knowledge affects

understanding and the retrieval process. Structuring can be part of that

step that occurs when someone's actions for accomplishing a task

becomes more of a compiled process that occurs automatically rather

than being a number of individual steps (e.g. part of the process for going

from novice to expert).

(3). Tuning: These are fine adjustments made to stored

knowledge for accomplishing a task. Practice is the process for
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accomplishing tuning and is the learning activity that eventually leads to

expertise.
These three learning processes, accretion, structuring, and tuning,

are used to describe learning in any setting and can therefore apply to

learning to use a user-system interface. While these are the fundamental

processes in learning, a higher viewpoint of learning as it applies to

interfaces was developed by Treu [77]. He described four learning

stages a user progresses through v hen learning to use an interactive

system (his example system was a graphical system). His primary

motivation for describing these learning stages was to show why the

interface dialog mode and underlying concepts degree of functionality

need to be adjusted to correspond to the user's ability at each of the

stages. These steps, applicable to user-system interfaces in other problem

domains as well, describe the progression that a user progresses through

as he moves from a novice to an experience user:

(1). Learning the basics of the system.

(2). Progressing to more independent use of the system.

(3). Probing into the more subtle or difficult features.

(4). Producing quality results within known system constraints.

Mozeico [82] built upon Treu's four stages and added a fifth stage

to describe infrequent and casual users who do not progress though all of

the stages. He felt that Treu only reflected the stages of a motivated user

striving for mastery of the system. He places this fifth stage at about the

same place as stage 1:
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(la). Using the system to obtain desired results with minimal

prerequisite knowledge.

A system built by Mozeico to test his theory used a question and

answer and a tutorial dialog mode for stages 1 and la. A command

language mode was used for the other stages. Initial testing of the system

showed some success except that the command language for stages 2, 3

and 4 proved to be too difficult a transition from stage 1. He felt that a

menu dialog for stage 2 would provide the better transition to a command

language dialog in the last two stages.

While Treu and Mozeico have applied learning stages to the

requirement for different dialog modes to accommodate the user's needs

at each of the stages, other researchers have used a single dialog mode to

determine the effects of learning on the user's ability to accomplish

different types of activities. An experiment with novice users in

computer technology showed that they preferred and performed better

with a menu system that contained only 5 to 8 items per menu than either

fewer or more items per menu (seven chunks) (Kiger [84]). Another

experiment showed that one menu of 8 items per screen was preferred to

three menus per screen, 8 items each, even though the three menus per

screen reduced the overall processing time (Kiger [84], Savage [84]).

For novices, this suggests that each item on the menu filled a chunk and

that any more surpassed the capacity of STM. It also showed that the

novices were using subgoals to accomplish the task; each menu was a

subgoal. When a similar experiment was done with experts, it was found

that each menu was considered as a whole chunk and not just each item on

",i " m -. + ." i *l• -- i-~ ' ,
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a menu list (Savage [84]). The experts seemed to have restructured the

information into much larger chunks than the novices.

From this brief overview of memory and learning, it is easier to

see how a correctly designed menu system can be beneficial to novice

users. Each menu provides limited information that can fit into STM.

The menu list itself provides information to assist in the retrieval of

information from LTM so the user can make a decision on selecting the

correct menu item for accomplishing his task. For experienced users

however, menus can be a source of frustration (Bertino [85],

Stevens [83], Norman [83]). Experienced users (experts) seem to have

structured the information such that each menu is a chunk and therefore

do not need or necessarily want to receive the menu list. They already

know their course of action and do not need the menu list to help with this

decision. They just need to be able to express their need.

The opposite type of results have been found to be true with

command languages. Novices tend to do much poorer in accomplishing a

task when using a command language dialog mode then do experts.

Evidence has shown that the experts tend to group the command by

activity/function and novices do not; they recall commands individually

(Gilfoil [841) The clustering of commands by function allows experts to

recall groups of command while novices have each command as a

separate entity. This suggests that experts can retrieve a process,

consisting of one or more commands, into a chunk in STM freeing up the

rest of STM for other actions. Novices on the other hand, only retrieve a

command into each chunk of STM. For novices, running through a

9.
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mental list of seemingly unrelated commands to find the correct one(s)

for performing a certain task can be difficult and frustrating.

Expert Versus Novice: From the discussion on user experience

levels in the previous chapter, one can see that individuals can range from lop

novice to expert in both the problem domain and in computer

technology. Much has been written about the differences between

novices and experts in their problem solving processes and abilities in

different pioblem domains such as chess (Simon [84]), physics (Larkin,

McDermott, Simon and Simon [80]) and text editing (Card, Moran and

Newell [83]). These studies have pointed out a number of differences

between novices and experts. Foremost in differences is the amount of

knowledge t-at an expert has gained through studying and experience.

Hayes' [861 study of great painters and composers who are considered to

be experts in their fields revealed that it took about 10 years to reach the

lofty status of expert. Others studies have shown that experts seem to be

able to directly recognize situations and apply a solution. Many of their

actions are automatic and seem to be more of a compiled process

(Simon [84]) that is invoked almost unconsciously. The same cannot be

said of novices

An interesting point about expert's performance is that while it is

consistently better then a novice's within the experts problem domain

(Larkin et al [80]), it is no better than novices when put into a situation

outside the expert's domain. The effect is that individuals can be an

expert in one domain and a novice in another. The needs and problem

solving abilities of individuals can change depending on the domain. For

........ N. ... -,.... --- ° ---
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user-system interfaces, this means that a user can be an expert for one

application but a novice for another regardless of their technology

experience and thus his interface needs may be different for each of the

application domains.

Novices are usually characterized as being the opposite of experts

in all of the above areas. They have limited training, experience or

knowledge or a combination of all three in the problem domain. One

distinct characteristic that distinguishes novice problem solving from that

of an expert's is that novices seem to be subgoal oriented in their problem

solving. They start with the basic facts and progress in a forward

chaining fashion toward the final solution by solving subgoals. They do

not have a precompiled process to apply to the solution. This idea of

solving subgoals relates back to Shneiderman's "closure" concept.

Experts on the other hand tend to look at the final goal and apply some

process to accomplish that goal (Larkin et al [84]) or use backward

chaining to reach a point where an existing processes can be applied.

These differences between novices and experts have also been

evaluated in problem domains where the computer user-system interface

is an integral part of generating a solution to the problem. In Card et al

[83] in-depth experimental studies on experts and novices performing

text editing with a word processor, they found that the novices would

rather use several basic steps to perform an editing task (use of subgoals)

to the expert's desire to use one specific command (a compiled process)

to perform the same editing task.
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What the literature shows is that experts and novices use different

methods to complete tasks. They have different amounts of knowledge

and experience to apply to accomplishing the task and approach the task

differently; i.e. subgoal versus compiled process that is goal oriented.

Applying this to a user-system interface, and dialog modes specifically, it

seems that novices would be more inclined to prefer and actually

perform better if they used a dialog mode consistent with their problem

solvin2, , strategy such as menus. Menus are a form of subgoal processing

since each menu is in itself a subgoal that leads the user to the final

solution (goal). This same reasoning applies to experts as well except

they could use a command language to accomplish the goal directly.

With menus, the experts can become frustrated with the method (a

subgoal process oriented to novice style of problem solving) for

accomplishing the task seemingly because that is not their problem

solving process (Stevens [831, Larson [82]).

The importance of the difference between expert and novice needs

cannot be over stated. The impact on user performance and satisfaction

when these differences are either ignored or satisfied is an important

issue that concerns this research.

Conceptual Interface: Given that the normative theory derived

from the literature exists and is correct, what is available in an interface

that would allow the designer to implement the theory? To answer this

question, each component of a user-system interface needs to be analyzed

for the possibility of being manipulated in support of the theory without

affecting the user-system goal of maximizing performance and

9
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satisfaction. The components must be evaluated in relationship to the

other components and with the overall effects that can occur when it is

manipulated. In Chapter I, a conceptual diagram (Figure 1.1) was shown

to describe the basic relationship of the four key components in an

interface: dialog mode, dialog task and user experience all built upon a

foundation of underlying concepts. While this model showed

relationships, it did not consider the interaction of these elements with

each other and their effect on the user in accomplishing his task.

(Remember, an interface's only purpose is to facilitate a dialog between a

user and a computer for the express purpose of accomplishing or solving

some task). One way to view the interaction of these elements is through

a three dimensional model (Figure 2.2). The user experience dimension

is a continuum from novice to expert on all four of the categories of user

experience. The dialog mode and dialog task dimensions are a set of

discrete values with no continuum implied by the examples used in the

figure.

If a location in the three dimensions is selected, then it is the

combined interaction of the three dimensions along with the specific and

general underlying concepts available at that point (the fourth dimension)

that determines a user's performance and satisfaction for accomplishing

his task. The ideal situation then would be to find that point in the three

dimensions that would determine the interface characteristics for

maximizing the user-system goal for the given problem task and given

user. Finding the ideal point assumes that each dimension can be

constrained to a single value which may not be feasible and that the four
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User-System Interface Elements
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elements are independent both of each other and the problem such that

they could be manipulated freely to maximize the interface goals which

may not be the case.

In the following section, each of the dimensions will be discussed

as to their degree of "flexibility" to be manipulated in designing and

developing an interface such that user performance and satisfaction are

maximized. It is only through manipulations of these dimensions that one
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can attempt to achieve maximum user performance and satisfaction in

accomplishing the problem task while still accommodating different

levels of user experience. From this discussion, it will be shown that the

best and most viable dimension to manipulate is dialog mode.

(1). Dialog Task: This dimension is constrained by the nature of

the problem task and is not available for manipulation. The dialog task is

determined by the nature of the problem task. It can not be changed to

some other task to maximize performance or satisfaction even if user

experience and dialog mode were fixed. This dimension can be, and

usually is, multivalued since there may be more than one dialog task

required in the interface to satisfy the problem task. This dimension is

actually a constraint on the interface and does not provide the designer

any latitude for improving performance or satisfaction. What does have

an impact on the dialog task is the dialog mode used to accomplish the

task and the underlying concepts used to support the accomplishment of

the task.

(2). Dialog Mode: This dimension is critical to the interface since

it is the actual method used by the user to communicate with the computer

and is the only real independent variable at the designers disposal. The

designer has the opportunity to select the dialog mode to maximize

performance and satisfaction, given the constraints of the other

dimensions. Restricting oneself to selecting only a single dialog mode

ignores the differences in expert and novice problem solving and issues

of memory and learning (the basis for the normative theory). Selecting a

dialog mode without regard to the user population experience level could
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negatively impact performance and satisfaction especially if there is a

miss-match of mode to experience. Thus, even though the designer can

select the dialog mode, he should not make the decision arbitrarily and

use mode to constrain the other dimensions. The dialog mode as well as

the control of the dialog (user versus computer) must be made in concert

with the other dimensions. An important research issue related to this

that needs further work is determining the best dialog mode for a given

dialog task when the user experienc: is a fixed value (e.g. only novices).

While this is an important topic, this research narrows the scope of the

user-system interface problem by restricting itself to just the

relationship between user experience and dialog mode and does not

consider which mode is best for which type of dialog task.

(3). User Experience: The ability to manipulate this dimension

depends on the problem domain and the intended user population. The

primary method for manipulating this dimension is to target all of the

other dimensions to one level of user experience and force all users to

migrate to the selected level through training and experience (Good,

Whiteside, Wixon and Jones [84]). The main difficulty with targeting a

dialog mode to a certain level of experience is that a user's level can

undergo considerable change (Benbasat [84]). Larson [82] points out

that not only can the current user population experience level changes,

but other variables such as employee turnover can affect the experience

level of the population.

Reflecting back to the experience level relationship diagrams

shown in Figure 1.2 in Chapter I, this changing of experience would have
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the effect of continually increasing or decreasing the diameter of the

circles and thus changing the relationships between technology,

application and problem domain experience (the diameter of the circle

represent the amount of experience). One of the most important user

experience level transitions that can occur is at the intersection of

technology and the problem domain; application experience. Use of an

application can have an effect on both technology and problem domain

experience levels and necessitate changes in the user-system interface.

One can see then that trying to constrain user experience to one level of

experience (a specific value in the model) for a constantly changing

variable, and still maximize performance and satisfaction, is not realistic.

An example of the type ot experience changes or transitions that can

occur within application specific experience is depicted in Figure 2.3.

These different transition stages or levels reflect prior research by

Treu [77], Mozeico [82] and M. Martin [84]. Constraining this

dimension, user experience, to one value may maximize performance

and satisfaction for a subset of the user population at one of the levels

depicted in the figure but it may also negatively impact the rest of the

population at the other levels.

One solution to the range of value differences, especially for

experience, is to have a completely adaptive interface. That is, one that

conforms to each user's needs and changes as the user gains experience.

Adaptive user-system interfaces can be thought of as having a stream of

continuous dialog modes that can fit the user at whatever experience level

necessary. While this appears to be the panacea for interfaces, it has not

+ "',-" "'.' , , '-2'. . ", " ,' '+',' . 5.. "-.,45 "+ ' - *." ++ +- .5 . -5.., ..+' ,. . . .." ;' -. . . ..
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User Experience Level Transitions

Frequency of Application Use

infrequent 4 -* frequent

Problem little Naive

Domain 4
Knowledge

Casual+

quite Expert

a lot

(Treu [771, Mozeico [82), and Martin [841)

Figure 2.3

been proven so. Adaptive dialogs require some sort of underlying meta-

knowledge of human behavior to understand his changing needs and adds

a complexity to the interface that may not be warranted in many

situations. Another method is to have only one dialog mode and let the

user (or the system) adapt it to the user's requirements (Benbasat [841).

This method has the limitation of being only a user directed or computer

directed dialog since there is only one mode. A less complex version of

adaptive interfaces and one that ties in with Treu's and Mozeico's

learning stages is to have a set of discrete dialog modes with each geared

toward a certain level of experience. This simpler view of having

multiple dialog modes is the one taken by this research.

D~ m . . . ... . . .
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A quote by H. Smith [80] sums up the problem with this

dimension (user experience) and is a clear indication of why the

researchers maintain that a user-system interface should accommodate

different levels of user experience:

The issue of designing computer systems for specific groups
within the user community is complicated by the inherent

adaptability of the human; today's tyro is tomorrow's
informed user, or even expert. This transiency accounts for
much of the difficulty of focussing on a particular category
of user - they won't stay in their category long without
changing their requirement.

(4). Underlying Concepts: A great deal of flexibility exists in this

component or dimension of a user-system interface but these concepts

apply to all dialog modes, task, and user experience levels. They are

fundamental to the interface. Since extensive research has already been

done in this dimension (though not necessarily implemented into design

practices yet) this research assumes that they exist and are implemented

in such a manner that any further manipulation would only decrease a

user's satisfaction or performance.

(5). Conclusion: From this discussion of the four dimensions, it

can be concluded that the key to supporting both novices and experts in a

user-system interface, while maximizing performance and satisfaction,

lies with the interaction between the user experience level and the dialog

mode and that a viable solution is to have multiple dialog modes. This

conclusion is made under the assumption that the interface contains the

necessary fundamental underlying concepts and that the user population

experience level is varied.
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Exnrimental Support

Givei the theoretical and conceptual support for accommodating

u, f- experience level in an interface, the question that needs to be

.swered experimentally is: "Is the theory true and will multiple dialogs

improve satisfaction and performance for a user population that has

different levels of experience?" Most of the previous experiments done

concerning user-system interfaces have dealt with some underlying

concept in relationship to novices only or with experts versus novices.

Few experiments have tried to collect experimental evidence for the need

to provide multiple dialog modes for accommodating the differences in

user experiences as the before mentioned normative theory has

suggested. Those few experiments that did deal directly with this issue

failed to provide any support for this theory but in each case the

experiment had serious internal validity problems or confounding

variables that cause one to be suspect of the results. There are also a few

other experiments that do provide support for multiple dialogs but the

data was collected as a by-product of other research and was not the

primary focus; thus it can not necessarily be generalized beyond the

specific instance.

One experiment that provided support for this theory was done by

Hiltz [84]. She was studying the effects of implementing an electronic

mail system into an organization of 100+ scientists who were naive on the

use and functions of electronic mail. While studying the changes in user

behavior and attitudes toward the system over time, she found strong
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evidence that the users' behavior and preference changes (that were

related to features or capabilities in the system) were a function of level

of experience (hours on-line). The most universally appreciated feature

(satisfaction element) was the ability to use system commands to replace a

menu driver interface after the users understood the options available.

Another perceived useful function that increased with experience was:

"Facilities that allow a user to actively control the system rather than

passively react to menu choices .... " [p.g. 105]. These particular

observations lend support to the contention that the user's choice of user

directed versus computer directed dialogs is a function of user

experience. While Hiltz looked at satisfaction and preference behavior,

she did not consider performance. She also did not do a pretest to

determine technology experience. Her data was based on a 6 month and

18 month user survey but she had a problem in that the subjects were not

required to participate in the survey or even use the system. Her results

were biased toward those that used the system the most, especially beyond

the 6 month point. So while her data supported the theory, there needed

to be more control over the subjects. In particular, what was the reaction

of those subjects that only used the system occasionally and never

progressed beyond novice or casual.

Another study that supports Hiltz's findings on users switching

from computer directed to user directed dialogs was found by

Gilfoil [841. He was primarily interested in investigating the cognitive

knowledge structure that a user built and changed as he gained experience

with the interface and its command language. As part of the study he also
I'
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wanted to determine at what level of experience users would switch from

computer directed dialog to user directed dialog to see if the knowledge

structure changed at the same time. In his study, he used four novices

who performed 30 different tasks over a one month period. The

interface consisted of a computer initiated question and answer dialog

mode and a user directed command language mode. He found that all

four of the subjects switched to the user directed method by the time they

had had 15 to 18 hours of experience wit' the system. Interestingly

enough, one of the users prefered to use both of the dialog methods for

the remainder of the experiment (depending on the specific task he

needed to do) because it was easier for him that way (satisfaction).

Gilfoil also obtained performance data but it was only for ensuring that

performance improved with experience, which it did. While these

results support the normative theory, they are limited in their

generalizability since only four subjects were used.

Benbasat, Dexter and Masulis [81] conducted a study primarily to

analyze whether the interface ( computer directed versus user directed)

and user characteristics ( experience, cognitive style, and risk taking)

affected decision effectiveness and subject behavior in an interactive

problem solving situation. Their dependent variables were performance

and use of system options. The results that are important to this study

were the experimenters' observations (but not statistically significant)

that novices had much more difficulty with a user directed dialog

(commands) then did those with computer directed dialog (question and

answer). Experts were unaffected. They felt significance would have

o' * ~ ~ ~ ** W '~I . ~- . *. . . . . .
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been achieved on this difference if both of the dialogs were not so

simplistic and a more rich command structure was used. One extremely

important contribution made from this research was the development of

a framework to investigate human/computer interaction. This

framework will be discussed more fully in methodology chapter and was .

the basis for the experiment conducted in this research.

Mozeico [82], to show that his leaming stages did have a direct

relationship to the dialog mode, built an interface to a graphics system to

accommodate the different learning stages. Using novices in technology

and problem domain, he obtained some positive results to support his

theory. The problem with his experiment was that it was more of a

demonstration than a rigorous experiment. He also found that going

from a question and answer (computer directed) dialog mode to a

command language (user directed) as one transitioned from the novice to

the experienced level was too large a difference in modes. He suggested

that menus be used to ease the transition.

Hauptmann and Green [831 hypothesized that a natural language

(user directed) dialog mode for an interactive graphics system would

allow subjects to perform better and be more satisfied than subjects who

used a menu or a command language dialog mode. They had subjects

draw a pie, bar and line chart as the task using one of three interfaces.

The order of the tasks were varied within each treatment group. Their

results showed no significant difference between dialog modes for the

two dependent variables. What did make a difference was the ordering

of the tasks. Those who did a pie chart last had higher performance and

I
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satisfaction (regardless of the dialog mode) than any other ordering. The

researchers concluded that this intervening variable was the cause for no

significance. They also had internal validity problems with subjects in

that they did not control for technology experience (James [84]) in

subject selection or assignment to treatment groups. A second problem

was the measurement of performance. Several of the measurements

were biased unfavorably toward one or two of the dialog modes.

Whiteside, Jones, Levy and Wixon [851 conducted an experiment

in which subjects were required to perform file manipulation activities

using one of seven different operating systems (1 menu, 2 icon, and 4

command language). Subjects were categorized as new users, transfer

users (experienced but not with the treatment interface) and system users

(experienced with the treatment interface). While they found the

expected performance differences between subjects classifications, there

was no difference in performance or satisfaction between systems. All

classes of users did best with one of the command language interface and

all classes did worst with the menu interface, with one of the icon

interfaces comming in a close second. This result is inconsistent with not

only the proposed normative theory and theoretical support discussed

earlier but with other research and thus needs to be carefully examined.

It was found that there were two major confounding elements in this

experiment that contributed greatly to their findings. The first problem

was that the researchers used seven different computer operating systems

running on several different types of computer hardware. Measurement

of performance across different operating systems and hardware using
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"time to complete task" as part of the measurement for performance

ignores the tremendous differences that can occur due to differences in

underlying concepts and implementation differences in file operations.

The researchers themselves acknowledged this problem in a back handed

way by making conclusions about the importance of underlying concepts.

They said [pg 190]: "...the care with which an interface is crafted

[underlying concepts and dialog mode specifics] is more important than

the style of interface [dialog mode] chosen.. .This... care probably comes

with product maturity... [but that] process can be accelerated by careful

application of human factors theory." These problems with the basic

underlying concepts in some of the interfaces used in the experiment

were the second major problem.

The conclusion to be drawn then is that a well designed and

controlled experiment that alleviates the problems noted in these

previous experiments is still needed to test whether or not multiple dialog

modes can support the theory and are better than a single dialog mode

when there is a range of user experience in the population.

Su~mmary

From the body of literature on interface components, differences

in expert and novice, and the cognitive factors of memory and learning,

it is evident that designing an interface to facilitate high user

performance and satisfaction is a non-trivial task. The literature has

shown that dialog mode, dialog task, user experience and underlying

concepts all play an important roll in the usability of the interface to
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achieve the accomplishment of a task. It has been shown that while these

four elements make up the components of an interface, differences in

expert and novice problem solving and the cognitive issues of memory z
and learning must be considered in concert with these four elements. An

important question that arose from these interactions and which was -

addressed is how all these elements interact with each other and which

ones have the most effect on achieving the goal of maximizing user

performance and satisfaction in accomplishing a task. It was shown that

the dialog mode component was the only real candidate for being

manipulated within a user-system interface for accommodating different

levels of user experience (without ignoring the cognitive processes) and

still achieve the interface goals. This chapter concluded with a review of

the relevant prior experiments and showed how some supported the

theory whereas those that did not had validity problems. From this

information, an experiment was designed and conducted to answer the

research and investigative questions first set out in Chapter I and

supported here in Chapter II. The following chapters will discuss the

research methodology, experiment, results, and the conclusions drawn

from the experiment.

-7-
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Chapter it

Research Methodology

This chapter describes the methodology and the experimental

design used for this research. Prior to discussing the actual experiment,

the specific hypotheses developed from the research and the investigative

questions presented earlier are addressed. To re-iterate the research

questions:

1. Will the availability of multiple dialog modes in a user-system

interface that accommodates different levels of user experience make a

difference in overall user performance and satisfaction?

2. At what level of experience will a user prefer a user directed

dialog over a computer directed dialog?

Hutheses

As a consequence of the research and investigative questions posed,

the following are the specific hypotheses examined in this study. The

hypotheses are stated in three parts: (1) those that apply to performance

only, (2) those that apply to satisfaction only and (3) those that apply to a

user's application experience level.

Hypotheses on Performance: The first hypothesis (HI) tests to see if

multiple dialog modes make a difference on performance. Hypotheses

H2 - H4 all state that for a mixed population, experts only, and novices

only, in that order, multiple dialog modes lead to better performance.

47
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Hi 0 : An interface with multiple dialog modes (one computer

directed and one user directed) has no effect on a user population's

performance over an interface with one dialog mode.

H1A: There is a difference in a user population's performance

between an interface with only one dialog mode versus an interface with

multiple dialog modes.

H20 : Subjects who have multiple dialog modes (both computer and

user directed) do not perform as well as users who only have a single

dialog mode (either computer directed or user directed).

H2A: Subjects who have multiple dialog modes perform better than

users who only have either a computer directed or user directed dialog

mode.

H30 : Experts users who have multiple dialog modes (both computer

and user directed) do not perform as well as those experts who only have

a single dialog mode (either computer directed or user directed).

H3 A: Experts who have multiple dialog modes perform better than

experts who only have either a computer directed or user directed dialog

mode.

H40 : Novices users who have multiple dialog modes (both computer

and user directed) do not perform as well as those novices who only have

a single dialog mode (either computer directed or user directed).

H4 A: Novices who have multiple dialog modes perform better than

novices who only have either a computer directed or user directed dialog

mode.
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Hypotheses on Satisfaction: These four hypotheses are similar in

content and format to the performance ones except that they apply to the

user's satisfaction with having multiple dialog modes.

H50 : An interface's dialog modes (computer directed, user directed

or both) has no effect on a user population's satisfaction with the

interface.

H5 A: An interface's dialog modes (computer directed, user directed

or both) has an effect on a user population's satisfaction with the

interface.

H60 : Subjects who have multiple dialog modes (computer and user

directed mode) were equally or less satisfied with the user-system

interface than users who only have either a computer directed or user

directed dialog mode.
H6 A: Subjects who have multiple dialog modes are more satisfied

with the user-system interface than users who only have either a

computer directed or user directed dialog mode.

H7 0 : Experts who have multiple dialog modes (computer and user

directed mode) were equally or less satisfied with the user-system

interface than experts who only have either a computer directed or user

directed dialog mode.

H7 A: Experts who have multiple dialog modes are more satisfied

with the user-system interface than experts who only have either a

computer directed or user directed dialog mode.

H8 0 : Novices who have multiple dialog modes (computer and user

directed mode) were equally or less satisfied with the user-system

,......................................,............
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interface than novices who only have either a computer directed or user

directed dialog mode.

H8 A: Novices who have multiple dialog modes are more satisfied

with the user-system interface than experts who only have either a

computer directed or user directed dialog mode.

Application Specific Hypotheses:

H9 0 : Subjects with more that 18 hours of application specific

experience will be equally or more satisfied with only a computer

directed dialog mode (menu) than those who have both or only a user

directed.

H9 A: Subjects with more that 18 hours of application specific

experience will be less satisfied with only a computer directed dialog

mode (menu) than those who have both or only a user directed.

H10 0 : Subjects with more than 18 hours of application specific

experience will not use the user directed mode more than the computer

directed dialog mode.

H1OA: Subjects with more than 18 hours of application specific

experience will use the user directed mode more than the computer

directed dialog mode. ]
Experimental Design

This research used volunteer subjects in a controlled laboratory

setting performing tasks with different types of dialog modes. Selection

of the independent and dependent variables for this experiment are
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supported by the prior work of Benbasat et al [81] (Figure 3.1) who

established a model for conducting user-system research. The italicized

items in the figure are those independent and dependent variables chosen

for this study. Specifically, the independent variables are the dialog

mode(s) used to perform a task and a subject's technology experience.

The dialog mode variable consists of three treatments: (a) menu

only (computer directed), (b) command language only (user directed)

Framework for Investigating the
Human/Computer Interface (Benbasat et al, 81)

Independent Dependent
Variables Variables

Decision Interface Human/
Human user Environment Task Characteristics Effectiveness

Demograhpics Decision Decision Input/Output Performance
- Structure Support Media time

education errorsOrganizational Inquiry tsk

experience Level Information Dialog type completion
Retrieval profit

Other
Psychological Characteristics

CAIcognitive style stability Language User attitudes
intelligence time pressure Characteristics sati ion
risk attitude uncertainty Word

Processing confidence

Data entry Presentation Use of System
Format Options

Figure 3.1
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and (c) both menu and command language together. The technology

4.

experience variable has two classes determined by a pre-survey of

potential subjects: (a) novice and (b) experienced (hereafter called

experts in this research).

To ensure internal validity for this experiment, the other three

categories of user experience (discussed earlier in chapter 2) were also

controlled. Problem domain experience was held constant by selecting

an easily understood task with which all subjects would be familiar

(updating an address book). General experience was assumed to be

constant since all subject were university students and college graduates.

Application specific experience could not be assumed constant or ignored

as with the other two categories without posing possible internal validity

problems plus it was an item of interest to the research. To completely

control for both technology and application experience, the type of

interaction shown in Figure 3.2 needed to be considered but it posed

subject selection problems and unnecessarily complicated the

experimental design. As an alternative to this design, technology was

"A5

selected as the independent variable but all subjects were measured on

their application experience to be investigated as a covariant in the

experiment. Application experience was also used to further divide the

sample population for random assignment to the treatment groups.

The dependent variables for this experiment are performance

effectiveness/efficiency and user satisfaction with the dialog mode(s)

used to do the tasks. Performance was measured by: (a) time to complete

the task (efficiency), (b) quantitative score reflecting correctness of

cotold rbe oaneprenewshl osatb eetn

an esil undrstod tsk ith hic allsubectswoud befamli.
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User Experience Levels

Technology

Expert Novice

Expert 1 2
Application

(dBASE)
Novice 3 4

Figure 3.2

required actions (effectiveness) and (c) % menu used vs command

language when a choice was available. The satisfaction measurement was

accomplished with a semantic differential post-survey given to each

subject at the conclusion of the experiment. The survey is based on

similar survey instruments developed and tested by Zoltan and

Chapanis [821, Baily and Pleason [83], Magers [83], Hauptman [821 et

al, and Kerber [83].

Figure 3.3 relates these independent and dependent variables to the

conceptual model presented in an earlier chapter. To restrict the scope of

the experiment and ensure validity, the dialog task elements were

collectively contained in each of the experimental tasks and not tested

individually. Other researchers might find it interesting to consider

them as an independent variable in some other experimental setting. The

underlying concepts dimension (after a careful examination) was

assumed to be acceptable in the application used for the experiment.
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Interface Experiment Elements
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Figure 3.3

The experimental design can be better described in a more

traditional two dimensional diagram as shown in Figure 3.4. This shows

that the experiment has three treatment groups with a blocking factor of

two for a total of 6 different experimental cells. Each subject was

assigned to only one cell and was required to perform two specific tasks

consisting of multiple steps or items; thus, for performance, there is a
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Experimental Design

Dialog Mode

Menu &
Command Command

Menu Language Language

Expert performance performance performance
User satisfaction satisfaction satisfaction
Experience dialog usage

Novice 56
performance performance performance
satisfaction satisfaction satisfaction

dialog usage

Figure 3.4

third dimension of two entries (not shown) that represents the two tasks.

The contents of each cell lists the dependent variables.

To control for extraneous and confounding variables: (a) the same

two tasks were used for every treatment group, (b) the tasks were

accomplished using a software package that has the facility to provide

multiple dialog modes (this eliminated discrepancies in application

performance and response times that could occur if different packages

were used), (c) every group used the same type of hardware and

operating system and (d) every group performed the tasks in the same

setting. The following section describes the details of the experiment.

Task/Treatment

Task Design: The specific application used for the experiment was

dBASE III. It was selected over other applications because of its rich
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command language, the ability to develop menus and the ability to

surreptitiously generate a log of all console actions and system responses.

The two dialog modes tested were a restricted subset of the dBASE III

command language and a menu system that was developed using the

dBASE III macro and screen generation facility (see Appendix A for a

list of the commands used in the experiment). The menu system was built

using proven design techniques and contained a sufficient set of the

underlying concepts described in Chapter II as necessary for any type of

interface dialog mode. Extensive care was taken in developing the menu

interface to ensure that it was not excessively better or worse (in terms of

human factors issues and underlying concepts) than the built in dBASE

III command language. The capabilities of the two dialog modes were

made equivalent so that even though the menus were application specific

to the address book task and used terms applicable to the task, anything

that could be done with the restricted subset of commands from the

command language could be done with the menu system and vice versa.

To align the two modes even more, the menu system presented

information and asked for information using terms and formats

consistent with the command language. All of this was done to ensure

that there would not be an inherent bias toward one or the other of the

modes. Pilot testing of the system indicated that this was successfully

accomplished. Appendix B presents a detailed description of the menu

system.

The problem tasks themselves consisted of 14 numbered items (8 in

task one and 6 in task two) that required the use of different dialog tasks

V- .
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such as adding, deleting and modifying data records (data entry and text

editing tasks), querying data base, and generating reports (querying and

data entry tasks). This mixture of dialog tasks ensured that the problem

tasks were not biased toward a particular dialog mode because only one

dialog task was used. Appendix C contains the two tasks given to the

subjects plus additional information on scoring the tasks for generating

the performance measures.

Subjects: Subjects were primarily undergradua:e and graduate

students from the University of Texas College and Graduate School of

Business. Volunteers were solicited from a graduate class that presented

an introduction to Information Systems (64 volunteers), the

undergraduate COBOL programming classes (66 volunteers) and other

PhD students and professionals (15 volunteers). Subjects from the

graduate and undergraduate classes were offered bonus points toward

their final grade as an incentive for participating in the experiment

(although many of the subjects indicated to both the experimenter and the

classroom instructors that their primary motivation for participation

was driven by their interest in the experiment and not the points). All

subjects that volunteered completed a Computer Technology Experience

Survey (see Appendix D) that was used to categorize potential subjects as

experts or novices in computer technology and as expert, novice or no

experience with the dBASE III system. The primary factors used to

determine a subject's experience level were: (a) course work, (b) work

experience, (c) programming languages used, (d) hardware used and (e)

types of applications used. A copy of the survey can be found in

ft,
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Appendix D along with a detailed description of the scoring technique

and score distribution. An analysis of the scores derived from a

presurvey of subjects that were known to be novices or experts held true

for the whole population sampled with the survey. Novices grouped

around a score of 10 to 24 while experts had scores greater than 30. -

Those who scored between 24 and 30 were re-analyzed with the cut off

for novice being 26 (the survey indicated a clear break at this value). The

mean experience score for experts was 44.5 and for novicesl .3. From

this initial population of 148 volunteers, a total of 98 subjects

participated. Based on the subjects' technology and application specific

experience as determined by the computer technology survey, they were

assigned to either the novice or expert group and then either randomly

selected from these two groups to one of the three treatment groups or

selfselected to a group without knowledge of their experience rating or

treatment to be received. Figure 3.5 summarizes the specifics on the

distribution of subjects to each treatment based on their technology and

dBASE experience level.

All subjects had at least some experience with computer technology

and thus did not require any further training in this area. Most of the

subjects had at least some training with the dBASE command language

gained by either course work in school or work experience. Those

without any experience with dBASE received (along with all other

subjects) a short introductory training as part of the experiment.

Procedure: There was a total of 12 experiments conducted on

different days of the week at either 5 to 7 pm or 7 to 9 pm. A thirteenth

:::.-
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Subject Assignment

Dialog Mode

Menu &
Cnnd Cmnd

Menu Lang Lang Total
-e-

Expert-E 6 3 6 15

Expert-N 3 4 5 12 -,

User Expert-Z 4 4 3 1
Experience
Level: Total 13 11 14 38
technology -
application Novice-E 1 1 1 3

Novice-N 13 13 12 38

Novice-Z 6 7 6 19

Total 20 21 19 60

Legend: Total 98
E - Expert in dBASE
N - Novice in dBASE
Z - No experience in dBASE

Figure 3.5

experiment was run on a Saturday morning from 9 to 11 am. The

experiments were conducted at these time frames to reduce scheduling

conflicts with both the subjects and the laboratory used for the

experiment. The size of the experimental group varried from a low of 4

subjects to a maximum of 11. All of the experiments were conducted in

the same room using IBM PC equipment. The room was isolated from

|' C
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all other areas so that only the subjects and the monitor were in the room

during the experimental session.

At the beginning of each experimental session, subjects were given a

30 minute training session on the particular dialog mode(s) that they

would be using. This training was done in a group setting using an

overhead projector and handouts (see appendices A and B for copies of

the handouts and documentation given to subjects). The training

consisted of an introduction to the purpose of the experimert, an

overview of the problem domain and associated data base formats, a

presentation of the commands or menus that were in the dialog mode the

subject would be using and a short hands-on session prior to begining the

first task. For those subjects that had both menu and command language

at their disposal for the experiment, the training session was about 15

minutes longer since two modes had to be discussed. In all cases,

regardless of their previous experience, all subjects received the same

training for their dialog mode.

The problem task the subjects were asked to perform consisted of

updating an address book and an associated Christmas card list. This type

of task was selected to ensure that all of the subjects would have the same
problem domain knowledge and thus eliminate this variability. In order

to accurately collect performance data and a user's satisfaction with the

dialog mode(s), the experimental task had to be fairly lengthy and contain

repetitive types of action so the subjects could become familiar with the

interface mode(s). To accomplish this, the experimental task, presented

in the form of a short narratives describing what needed to be

!,,-L' -. :-.- . .--. :.. .; - --- 7 . .- > --.. . -- ,,-- . :--: ;: d ,'.'-"..: % ? .- : -: . : .:- '.-..'- - -. ','...-:
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accomplished (see Appendix C for a list of the items in each task), was

split into two 45 minute parts so that the time limits would not be

perceived as too long and so that there would be a sense of closure

(Sneiderman [80]) on finishing one part before going on to the next. The

time limit was imposed so subjects would have some pressure to perform

the items not only correctly but in a timely manner. There was a two to

three minute break (although subjects were not allowed to leave the

room) between tt'e two tasks. During each of the 45 minute time periods,

the subjects were asked to complete as many items as possible from the

task. The order in which the tasks were given to the subjects was not

varied between subjects or treatments. The subjects were allowed to ask

for clarification on item requirements and for help in understanding

information from the handouts since the purpose of the experiment was

for analyzing performance and satisfaction using specific dialog modes

and not interpretation of the item requirements or documentation.

Subjects who had questions that pertained to the dialog mode's functions

or syntax were directed to the documentation to find the answer.

When each subject finished the second task or when the time limit

was reached, they were given a Satisfaction Survey (see Appendix E)

that contained seven semantic differential pairs of words from which a

satisfaction score was derived. Other questions also were asked to gather

information on their thoughts on the experiment itself and interface

dialog modes in general. There was a comment section at the end where

subjects were encouraged to express any additional feelings they might

have on dialog modes and the experiment itself that were not specifically

11 +k + i l - i .. .. . . . . . . . .
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addressed in the survey questions. Subjects could leave the laboratory

once the survey was complete.

Analysis Procedures

Data Gathering: To determine the performance measurement

variable, each subject's actions and the system's responses were collected

in a log file. From a printed copy of the log (see Appendix F for

examples), a quantitative score was determined for each task by

analyzing each item in the tasks and assigning it a score based on a scale

of 0 to 4 where a 0 was given for not even attempting to do an item and a

4 was awarded for a completely correct action/response. To determine

what constituted a score of 1 to 3, five logs from each mode were

analyzed for establishing partial credit on each item. Once the scoring

standard was set, it was only modified to include new situations not found

in the logs used to set the initial criteria. To ensure that the scoring

technique did not unintentionally add a bias to a subset of the subjects

since the interval range of 0 to 4 was subjectively determined, alternative

scoring methods were analyzed (Emory [80]). From this analysis it was
concluded that the difference between a score of 0 and 1 was negligible

and very few scores of 1 were given (e.g. the range was really 0,2,3,4).

Thus , all item scores of zero were converted to a 1 for a final range of 1

to 4. The maximum score then was 4 times the number of scored items

which was 13 for task 1 and 10 for task 2. While there were only 14

numbered items in total, some items had multiple parts that were scored

separately. Thus task 1 had a maximum score of 52 and task 2 a 40.
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The efficiency variable was determined by time stamps that were

put into the log by the recording function. There was a time score

generated for each task (though not for each item) with the maximum

value being the 45 minute task time limit. The time score was then

divided by the number of items in the task with a score greater than 1 to

generate an average time per task.

The satisfaction variable was generated by adding up the score for

each of the seven items used to elicit trie subject's satisfaction then

dividing by seven to get a score that ranged from 1 (extremely satisfied)

to 7 (extremely dissatisfied).

Statistics: The analysis of the data was done using the SAS statistical

package on an IBM 3081. Both the performance and satisfaction

variables were analyzed using an analysis of variance for unbalanced

cells. The model used for the analysis of the performance variables is:

Performance = A B C D(AxB) AxB

where the class variables are defined to be:

A -> TECHEXP - technology experience (expert or novice)

B -> TREAT - dialog mode treatment (menu, command

language,both)

C -> TASK - experimental tasks

D -> ID - id of subject (a unique value)

The subject (ID) is nested in the TECHEXPxTREAT interaction and has

a repeated measure on TASK.

The satisfaction model is simpler since there was only one

I
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measurement per subject:

Satisfaction = A B AxB

Both the performance and satisfaction models were also analyzed using

dBASE experience as a covariant to determine the effects of application

specific experience on these variables. Other statistics such as

comparison tests, correlations and means were used as needed to

investigate each of the hypotheses.

. U U . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I
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Chapter IV

Results and Discussion

The first section of this chapter discusses some observations and

results obtained from the experiment that have to do with the validity of

the research. Experimental results are then discussed in the next three

sections and correspond to the three major categories of hypotheses:

performance, satisfaction and application specific knowledge. One

additional section is included to present additional findings that apply

only to those subjects in the treatment that had both menus and command

language. A final section presents an overall discussion of the

experimental results. Conclusions that can be drawn from this research

as well as potential future research areas that can be built upon this

research are presented in the next chapter.

Several different items were measured as part of the experiment to

ensure that there was not some confounding variable inherent within the

experiment that caused validity problems with the measurement

variables. In particular, all the subjects were asked to rate their

satisfaction with the tasks they were required to perform and their

overall satisfaction with the experiment itself. Low satisfaction scores on

either of these items by the whole subject population or by a specific

subset could indicate some sort of problem with the experiment itself and

confounded the results. In this case, there were no indications of any

problems. The means for the two questions were 2.6 for task

65
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satisfaction and 2.8 for experiment satisfaction for the population as a

whole (1=extremely satisfied, 4=neutral, 7=extremely dissatisfied).

There was no significant deviation from these scores for any specific

subgroup of subjects. The conclusion drawn then is that the measured

performance and satisfaction variables were not biased by ill feelings

toward the experiment itself and reflect their real performance and

actual feelings as elicited by the survey instrument.

Performance Hypotheses

It was predicted that experienced users would perform better with a

user directed dialog mode (command language) than those who used a

computer directed dialog mode (menu). This was based primarily on the

differences in expert versus novice problem solving in that the command

language would compliment the expert's problem solving strategy. The

opposite was predicted for novices for the same reasoning; e.g. menus

complimented the novice's strategy. Therefore, when one considers a

mixed user population of novices and experts, their performance in

accomplishing a task using a user-system interface with only a computer

directed or a user directed dialog mode should not be as good as an

interface that has both a computer and user directed dialog mode.

The following hypotheses test this prediction with HI just looking at

whether or not multiple dialog modes can affect performance. Given

there is an effect, H2, H3, and H4 evaluate the specific performance of the

whole population, experts only, and novices only across the three

treatments.
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Hypothesis 1

Hi 0 : An interface with multiple dialog modes (one computer

directed and one user directed) has no effect on a user population's

performance over an interface with one dialog mode.

HIA: There is a difference in a user population's performance

between an interface with only one dialog mode versus an interface with

multiple dialog modes.

Hypothesis 2

H20 : Subjects who have multiple dialog modes (both computer and

user directed) do not perform as well as users who only have a single

dialog mode (either computer directed or user directed).

H2A: Subjects who have multiple dialog modes perform better than

users who only have either a computer directed or user directed dialog

mode.

H3 and H4 are basically identical to H2 except that they apply,

respectfully, to experts only and novices only as opposed to the whole

population.

Hypothesis 3

H3 0 : Experts users who have multiple dialog modes (both computer

and user directed) do not perform as well as those experts who only have

a single dialog mode (either computer directed or user directed).

H3 A: Experts who have multiple dialog modes perform better than
experts who only have either a computer directed or user directed dialog

.5 mode.

"..
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Hypothesis 4 ,.

H40 : Novices users who have multiple dialog modes (both computer

and user directed) do not perform as well as those novices who only have

a single dialog mode (either computer directed or user directed).

H4 A: Novices who have multiple dialog modes perform better than

novices who only have either a computer directed or user directed dialog

mode.

Performance was determined by two factors: (1) effectiveness

(average score per item in each of the two tasks) and (2) efficiency

(average time to complete each item in each of the two tasks). H I

through H4 are evaluated separately on both of these factors with

effectiveness being first.

Results for Effectiveness

In this analysis, an average score of 4.0 is the maximum possible

value and constitutes a perfect effectiveness score. The minimum score is

1.0. Figure 4.1 presents the combined task 1 and 2 effectiveness mean

score for experts only, for novices only, and for the entire population. A

simple inspection of the figure clearly indicates that there was a

difference in performance for the different interfaces.

Testing of HI: The test for statistical significance of the differences

in the means for performance effectiveness was done using ANOVA with

the results depicted in Table 4.1. The associated comparisons between

the three dialog mode treatments for a mixed population of experts and

novices are shown in Table 4.2. The results in Table 4.1 clearly indicate

9:
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Performance Effectiveness
Avg

C: Score
4.000

3.600

3.200

2.800-

2.400 /

2-000-
Menu Cmnd Lang Both

Treatments

QExpert N NOvCG E3 Populawin

Figure 4.1

Performance Model -Effectiveness

Source Df SS F Value p>F
Model 93 48.327 4.85 < 0001

Error 92 9.862 N;A WA

TECHEXP 1 1.379 12.86 < 0005

TREAT 2 3.316 15.47 <.0001

TASK 1 0.948 8.84 <.0038

TECHEXPxTREAT 2 0.845 3.94 <.0227

ID(TECHEXPxTREAT). 87 41 .262 4.42 <.000 1

MSE =.107 R2 .63
Nss_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Table 4.1
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significance (p<.0001) for the model and for the different dialog mode

treatments (TREAT variable). Thus HI 0 is rejected and the alternate

hypothesis is accepted meaning there was a difference in performance

based upon the interface and dialog modes used.

Testing of H2: The preferred method for the analysis of

effectiveness for H2 and the next two hypotheses is to use a combined

average value for the task 1 and 2 effectiveness scores and not evaluate

each task separately. To do this it was first necessary to see if there is any

significant difference in the mean scores between the two tasks. The

means for the two task scores were plotted for experts and novices by

treatment (see Figure 4.2). This chart shows that while the pattern of

means between the two tasks is the same, task 2 means are greater than

task I. To see if this was a significant difference, a comparison was done

between task 1 and task 2. Lack of significance would allow further

analysis to use the combined scores from both tasks. Significance could

indicate that other sources of variation had entered the experiment such

as one task significantly more difficult than another, user fatigue, etc. and

would force a separate analysis for each task. It was expected that the

mean for the scores in task 2 would be slightly higher than task 1, due to

learning, which it was (task I overall effectiveness mean = 2.86, task 2

overall effectiveness mean = 3.00).

To do the comparison test between the two tasks, it was necessary to

use MSwithin subjects (42.26/87) as the error term since the variable

TASK is a repeated measure within ID(TECHEXP x TREAT)
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Performance Effectiveness by Task and Experience
Avg

Score Experts Novicep
4.000 ........................................

3.600,
3.600 .. . . ................................

3.200

2.800--.

2.400 .

2.000
Menu Cmnd Both Menu Cmnd Both

Lang Lang
Treatments

Taski 0 Task 2

Figure 4.2

(Winer [71]). The comparison test showed no significance ( SS = .891, F

= 1.879, p>.05 ) and therefore the task scores are combined in the analysis

and are shown in Table 4.2.

From Table 4.2, it can be seen that while the mean effectiveness

score for the menu dialog mode treatment was actually greater than the

combined menu and command language dialog mode treatment

(hereafter referred to as "both"), it was not significant. There was

significance at the p<.01 for "both" compared to command language as

predicted. The menu treatment was also significantly better than the

command language treatment. Since the "both" treatment was not better

than both of the other two treatments H2 0 cannot be rejected.
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Treatment Comparisons using Total Population:
Performance Effectiveness
Comparisons Means
(a) b a b F Value p>F

"Both" Menu 2.996 3.067 3.290 <.10

"Both" Cmnd Lang 2.996 2.729 13.677 <.001
Menu Cmnd Lang 3.067 2.729 29.595 <.001

MSE=.107 F(.01)=6.96 F(.05)=3.96 Df=1/92

Table 4.2

Testing of H3: Table 4.3 indicates the results of comparing the

"both" treatment to menu and command language for those users

classified as experts. In this case, the menu dialog mode was significantly

better (p<.01) then either the "both" or the command language dialog

modes; thus, H3 0 is not rejected. The mean for "both" was greater than

for command language but not significantly.

Testing of H4: For novices the mean for "both" was greater than

the other two treatments (see Table 4.4) but there was only significance

(p<.01) for "both" to command language. There was no significance

between "both" and menu thus H4 0 could not be rejected.

Discussion: From the analysis, it has been shown that for a mixed

population and for novices, there was no statistical difference between

the effectiveness score in the "both" treatment and the menu treatment

and there was a statistical difference between "both" and command

languages. For experts it would not be totally unexpected if there was no

difference in effectiveness scores between treatments since both
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Treatment Comparisons using Experts :
Performance Effectiveness
Comparisons Means
(a) (b) (a) (b)  F Value p>F

"Both" Menu 2.992 3.265 8.710 <.005

"Both" Cmnd Lang 2.992 2.878 1.355 >.10

Menu Cmnd Lang 3.265 2.878 15.237 <.001

MSE =.107 F(.01) = 6.96 F(.05) = 3.96 Df= 1/92

Table 4.3

Treatment Comparisons using Novices :
Performance Effectiveness
Comparisons Means

(a) (b) (a) (b) F Value p>F

"Both" Menu 2.998 2.943 .542 >.10

"Both" Cmnd Lang 2.998 2.658 20.925 <.001

Menu Cmnd Lang 2.943 2.658 15.047 <.001

MSE =.107 F(.01) = 6.96 F(.05) =3.96 Df =1/92

Table 4.4

.4

.4
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command language and menu are familiar interface methods and most of

the experts had used dBASE before. This was not the case though. Menu

turned out to have a far better score than either of the other two methods

while the other two were statistically equivalent (as could be expected if

"both" was not better).

As part of the overall analysis of effectiveness, it is important to

know whether or not the amount of experience the subject had with

dBASE influenced the effctiveness score as a co-variant with technical

experience. Figure 4.3 displays the mean score for three classifications

of dBASE experience (expert, novice, and no experience) by technical

experience and treatment. To simplify terminology in the figures and

discussion, the format for identifying each of the subject subgroups will

be: [technical experience] / (dBASE experiencel where the experience

level is identified by (1) E - expert, (2) N - novice and (3) Z - no

experience (e.g. E/E means expert in both technology and dBASE).

For experts/dBASE novices (E/N), the score fluctuates much more

than the other two categories and most likely reflects the difficulty in

distinguishing between experts and novices in an application and the wide

range of technical experience differences in experts. The co-variant

analysis of dBASE experience on effectiveness for these treatments

showed no significance (SS=.0205, F=. 191, p>. 1).

The novices without dBASE experience (N/Z) were less effective

in the command language and "both" treatments but in the menu

treatment they actually had a slightly higher mean than those novices with

dBASE experience. The basic equality of scores between the two novice
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Performance Effectivness by dBASE Experience

Avg
Score
4.000

3.600

3.200-

2.800 -

2.400

2.000
Menu Cmnd Lang Both

Treatments

N E/E C] E/N E3 E/Z ] N/N El N/Z a

Format: technology / dBASE
where E = expert N - :ovice Z no experience

Figure 4.3

groups demonstrates one of the benefits of menu interfaces for novices.

The use of menus allowed novices without any dBASE experience (and in

some cases no data base experiences at all) to score equally as well as

those novices with dBASE experience. The last item to notice about

performance effectiveness is that the N/N group in the both treatment

scored higher than all groups except the E/E and E/N groups in the menu

treatment and they obtained this high score with 30 percent of the

subjects in the group using command language 50% or more of the time.

The experiment did not prove that in this setting, an interface with

multiple dialog modes produces more effective results for either a mixed
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or specific population than one with just one dialog mode although they

can be statistically equal. The question of whether or not 'equal' is a

worthwhile pursuit has to be determined by the interface developer.

Results for Et'iciency

The efficiency score reflects the average number of minutes it took

a subject to accomplish an item in each of the tasks. The lower the score

the more efficient the subject or population was irt accomplishing each

item in the task. The range for efficiency scores went from 1.44 to 22.5

minutes per item in a task. Figure 4.4 shows that there was definitely a

difference in efficiency scores between treatments for both experts,

novices and the combined population.

Testing of HI: The results of the ANOVA on the efficiency

variable are very similar to the performance results. Efficiency was also

significant at p<.0001 level (see Table 4.5) for the model and the dialog

mode treatments (TREAT). There was no significance in the TASK

variable so the data from the two tasks were combined for further

analysis. Because of the significance, H10 for efficiency is rejected and

the alternated hypothesis accepted; dialog mode does make a difference

in the time it takes to accomplish a task.

Testing of H2: The results of comparing the different treatments

for the whole population are contained in Table 4.6. The results are

similar to effectiveness in that the menu efficiency mean is better than

the "both" but not significantly (p>.10). Command language efficiency
N

mean is significantly poorer (more than a minute longer per item;

• ., .. -,- ., .. .- ...'.( , '-' -'.-.'..'- -" " ,_,. . .:. ..'_ ,a . ..",' " " ' " '
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Performance Efficiency
Avg time
per item
6.800 ........................................ .. .

6.200 .. . .. ... . ... . ... .. .. . .. . .. .. .... 

5.600 ... .............. .. .. ..

5.000 ................... r

4.400

3.800 .....

3.200
(minutes) Menu Cmnd Lang Both

Treatments

0 Expert I Novice Z Population

Figure 4.4

p<.001) than the other two treatments. As before, H2 0 cannot be rejected

since "both" was not significantly better than both of the other two dialog

mode treatments.

Testing of H3: In this hypothesis, experts in the "both" treatment

had a mean efficiency score between the mean for those in the menu

treatment (the best score) and those in the command language treatment

just as in the effectiveness score (see Table 4.7). In this case, there was no

significance between "both" and menu as well as "both" and command

language. Since the means were all statistically equivalent and the actual

menu score was better than the "both" score, the null hypothesis can not

be rejected.

.
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Performance Model- Efficiency

Source Df SS F Value p>F
Model 93 581.99 2.67 <.0001
Error 92 215.62 N/A N/A

TECHEXP 1 29.25 12.48 <.0006

TREAT 2 63.63 13.57 <.0001

TASK 1 6.69 2.86 <.0944

TECHEXPxTREAT 2 5.67 1.21 <.3032

ID(TECHEXPxTREAT) 87 457.50 2.24 <.0001

MSE =2.344 R=.73

Table 4.5

Treatment Comparisons using Total Population:
Performance Efficiency
Comparisons Means
(a) (b) (a) (b)  F Value p>F

"Both" Menu 4.563 4.325 1.285 >.10

"Both" Cmnd Lang 4.563 5.852 14.904 <.001

Menu Cmnd Lang 4.325 5.852 24.399 <.001

MSE = 2.344 F(.01) = 6.96 F(.05) = 3.96 Df 1/92

Table 4.6

,p'
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Treatment Comparisons using Experts
Performance Efficiency

Comparisons Means
(a) (b) (a) ib F Value p>F

"Both" Menu 4.370 3.744 2.088 >.10

"Both" Cmnd Lang 4.370 5.048 2.217 >.10

Menu Cmnd Lang 3.744 5.048 7.916 <.01

MSE =2.344 F(.01) =6.96 F(.05) =3.96 Df= 1/92

Table 4.7

Treatment Comparisons using Novices
Performance Efficiency

Comparisons Means
(a)  (b)  (a)  (b)  F Value p>F

"Both" Menu 4.702 4.692 .001 >.10

"Both" Cmnd Lang 4.702 6.236 19.458 <.001

Menu Cmnd Lang 4.692 6.236 20.276 <.001

MSE = 2.344 F(.01) =6.96 F(.05) = 3.96 Df= 1/92

Table 4.8

S
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Testing of H4: For novices, the mean for "both" and menu differ

only by .01 in favor of menus for an obvious no difference (see Table

4.8). As occurred for effectiveness, the command language mean score

was significantly poorer than the other two interface treatments

(p<.001). The hypothesis is not rejected because the "both" treatment

did not achieve significance over the menu treatment.

Discussion: As with effectiveness, H2 0 through H4 0 were not

rejected. An interface with multiple dialog modes was not statistically

better than an interface with only one dialog mode although "both" was

again equal to menu in efficiency and better than command language.

While better was not achieved, it is important to note that equality

between "both" and menu is actually good when one considers the fact

that over 1/3 of the subjects in the "both" treatment used menus less than

50% of the time.

A co-variant analysis was done with dBASE as the co-variant for

the efficiency variable. The results were about the same as for

effectiveness, no significance (SS=.073, F=.03 11, p>. I).

The mean values for each of the dBASE classifications is shown in

Figure 4.5 in a similar fashion to Figure 4.3. It clearly shows that

experts in both technology and dBASE (E/E) had a much better

efficiency score then all others (except for E/N in the menu treatment).

The basic results presented in Figure 4.5 show that the time to do a

task increases as the subjects have less and less technical experience and

.,,.'. -.-.. ,.......... .. . ..., .. . .. .. .. ................ ~ . .. .- C . . . . . . . . . . ..... . .. C..,.
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Performance Efficiency by dBASE Experience
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where E - expert N . novice Z - no experience

Figure 4.5

dBASE experience as one would expect. It is also interesting to see that

although E/E has a much better efficiency score than E/Z in the command

language treatment, these two groups had equal scores for effectiveness.

That is to say, they performed equally as well but it took those with no

dBASE experience longer to do the tasks (as would be expected). This

shows that prior technical experience allowed the E/Z to do the correct

action but it required some additional time to determine

Lwhich command to use and how to use it.

For the E!N and N/N command language subjects, the poor

efficiency problem seemed to be one of "a little knowledge is dangerous".

-. . . - - ..: ... . .- , -.- . .
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Observation of the subjects during the test and subsequent evaluation of

their logs showed they tended to frequently make basic mistakes with the

command language syntax, which required a substantial amount of extra

typing to correct the errors (a time consuming activity), and, they

seemed unwilling to use the reference materials. On the other hand, E/Z

subjects tended to use the handout regularly for command syntax causing

less time consuming re-typing due to syntax errors. The N/Z subjects

persevered in all of the treatments (no subject gave up) but many of them

had a hard time with the command language causing long thinking delays

and make many syntax errors. Overall discussion of the subjects in the

"both" treatment will be considered in a later section.

In summary, for all the treatments, experts were generally more

efficient than novices except for E/N as noted earlier. Both efficiency

and effectiveness were highly correlated within treatments. The only

real difference in efficiency, besides command language being much

worse than the other two, was that the "both" efficiency for experts was

not as good as for menu while for novice it was basically equal.

Satisfaction Hypotheses

The expected resuls from this experiment was that the subject

population would be more satisfied with the user-system interface that

had multiple dialog modes. This was based on the theory that the experts

and novices would be able to use the dialog mode that matches their

problem solving method and not be mismatched thus causing

dissatisfaction. The specific hypotheses developed to test for this result
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are listed below. The format for H5 - H8 is very similar to H1 - H4

developed to test performance. H5 is used to see if there is an effect on

satisfaction when a user-system interface has multiple dialog modes. H6 -

H8 test whether or not multiple dialog modes cause greater satisfaction

for different segments of the population.

Hypothesis 5

H5 0: An interface's dialog modes (computer directed, user directed

or both) has no effect on a use" population's satisfaction with the

interface.

H5A: An interface's dialog modes (computer directed, user directed

or both) has an effect on a user population's satisfaction with the

interface.

Hypothesis 6

H60 : Subjects who have multiple dialog modes (computer and user

directed mode) were equally or less satisfied with the user-system

interface than users who only have either a computer directed or user

directed dialog mode.

H6A: Subjects who have multiple dialog modes are more satisfied

with the user-system interface than users who only have either a

computer directed or user directed dialog mode.

Hypothesis 7

H7 0 : Experts who have multiple dialog modes (computer and user

directed mode) were equally or less satisfied with the user-system

interface than experts who only have either a computer directed or user

directed dialog mode.
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H7 A: Experts who have multiple dialog modes are more satisfied

with the user-system interface than experts who only have either a

computer directed or user directed dialog mode.

Hypothesis 8

H80 : Novices who have multiple dialog modes (computer and user

directed mode) were equally or less satisfied with the user-system

interface than novices who only have either a computer directed or user

directed dialog mode.

H8A: Novices who have multiple dialog modes are more satisfied

with the user-system interface than experts who only have either a

computer directed or user directed dialog mode.

Results for Satisfaction

In all of the charts and figures presented in this section, the lower

the mean score for a population the more satisfied the population is with

a dialog mode interface. The scale is based on a seven point differential

with 1 = extremely satisfied, 4 = neutral and 7 = extremely dissatisfied.

As described in the previous chapter, the satisfaction score is the average

of seven pairs of contrasting words based on the 7 point scale. The pairs

are listed below for convenience (the actual format of the survey

instrument that collected the data can be seen in Appendix E):

1. easy-to use hard-to-use

2. frustrating comfortable

3. simple complicated
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4. hard-to-learn easy-to-learn

5. confusing obvious

6. satisfying dissatisfying

The last pair of contrasting words were in a question form that

asked for their satisfaction level with the interface mode used in the task:

7. satisfactory unsatisfactory

The mean scores obtained for satisfaction are shown in Figure 4.6.

*The data is presented so that bars that go up from the neutra response (a

mean of 4) represent increasing satisfaction while bars that go down

represent decreasing satisfaction (dissatisfaction). The data clearly show

a difference in satisfaction levels between the treatments. In general, the

command language satisfaction is in the dissatisfaction direction while the

other modes are in the satisfaction direction.

Testing of H5: The ANOVA model used to determine significance

is slightly different than the performance model since each subject only

received one survey at the end of the experiment and not at the end of

each task. Therefore, the TASK and ID(TECHEXPxTREAT) terms

were dropped from the model. The results of the analysis (see Table 4.9)

show that the only significance (p < .0001) was on treatment. The null

hypothesis can then be rejected in favor of the alternate; dialog mode did

make a difference in satisfaction.

Testing of H6: A comparison test of the population means (see

Table 4.10) shows a very significant difference in the satisfaction level

between command language and the other two (p < .001) even though the

population satisfaction mean for command language, 4.169, is just barely
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Satisfaction

Satisfied

Quite 2 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .

Slightly 3-....

Neutral 4-f l

Slightly 5". .... ... ... ....... ..

Quite 3. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .

Extremely 1

Dissatisfie Menu Cmnd Lang Both

Treatments

- Expert E Novice E3 Population

Figure 4.6

in the dissatisfaction direction (only .169). Subjects in the other two

treatments indicated satisfaction with the interface from 'slightly

satisfied' for "both" to almost 'quite satisfied' for menu. Since subjects

were more satisfied with menus, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

A comparison test to see if the difference was significant in favor of

menu resulted in a weak significance at only the .1 level (p < .10).

Testing of H7: The means for experts, as depicted in Figure 4.6

shows that experts were more satisfied with menus than either the

command language dialog mode or the interface with both types of dialog

modes. This allows for the acceptance of the null hypothesis without any

further analysis. Experts were not more satisfied with multiple dialog

modes than with just one dialog mode, menu. The analysis in Table 4.11

,C
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* Dialog Mode Satisfaction Model

Sou rce Df SS IF Value p>F
Model 5 50.44 8.64 <.0001

Error 92 107.40 N/A N/A

TECHEXP 1 0.08 0.07 <.7875

TREAT 2 48.05 20.58 <.0001
TECHEXPxTREAT 2 0.57 0.24 <.7833

MSE =1.167 R =32

Table 4.9

Treatment Comparisons using Total Population:
Dialog Mode Satisfaction

Comparisons Means
(a) (b(a) b) F Value p>F

"Both" Menu 2.960 2.465 3.11 <.10

"Both" Cmnd Lang 2.960 4.169 20.69 <.001

Menu ICmnd Lang 2.465 14.169 138.92 1<.001

MSE =1.167 F(.01) =6.96 F(.05) =3.96 Df =1/92

Table 4. 10
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Treatment Comparisons using Experts :
Dialog Mode Satisfaction
Comparisons Means
a,) (b) (a (b) F Value p>F

"Both" Menu 2.881 2.506 0.810 >.10.

"Both" Cmnd Lang 2.881 4.333 11.131 <.005

Menu Cmnd Lang 2.506 4.333 17.036 <.001

MSE = 1.167 F(.01) = 6.96 F(.05) = 3.96 Df =1/92

Table 4.11

Treatment Comparisons using Novices

Dialog Mode Satisfaction

Comparisons Means
(a) ib) (a) (b) F Value p>F

"Both" Menu 3.018 2.438 2.808 <.10
"Both" Cmnd Lang 3.018 4.083 9.706 <.005

Menu Cmnd Lang 2.438 4.083 23.770 <.001

MSE = 1.167 F(.01) = 6.96 F(.05) = 3.96 Df 1/92

Table 4.12

A

III
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shows that while menus were more satisfying than "both", there was no

statistical difference between them. It is also surprising to see that

experts on the whole were basically neutral (just barely not satisfied)

with the command language interface. This is not the expected result

based on the literature. More will be said about this in the discussion

section.

Testing of H8: It was predicted that even though menus are what the

theory and literature says are preferred by novices, the interface with

both menus and command language would still be more satisfying since

the novice was provided a choice and not forced to use either mode. This

turned out not to be the case (see Table 4.12). For novices, the menu

dialog mode was more satisfying than the other two although weakly for

"both" (p < .10); thus, the analysis requires the acceptance of the null

hypothesis. In the case of novices, as with experts, "both" was

significantly more satisfying than command language.

Discussion: None of the groups tested, experts, novices or the

combined population, statistically showed the "both" method to be better

than either of the other two although the subjects in the "both" treatment

indicated satisfaction with the mode. It also showed that within

treatment, there was very little difference between the expert's and the

novice's satisfaction. Novices held true to the literature in regards to

menu versus command language but experts did not. The experts were

also more satisfied with menus than command language.

To see if this result was true for all classes of experts and novices,

the satisfaction scores were graphed by dBASE experience and treatment

.
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Satisfaction by dBASE Experience

Satisfied

Slightly 3technology.-.dBAS

Neutral 44.

Slightly 5 xpe.ence.was.do. T c a ( . 2 F .

Quite 61 ..1 h n significane. T g o s b dBA.E

Extremely 7. iI

Dissatisfied Menu Cmnd Lang Both
Treatments

epiE/E IeEN e wEer/Z iI-- N/N R3 N/Z

Format: technology / dBASE
where E a expert N -novice Z = no experience

Figure 4.7

as shown in Figure 4.7 and a co-variant analysis of satisfaction using

dBASE experience was done. The co-variant analysis (SS = 2.234, F

1.914, p > .10) had no significance. The graph of satisfaction by dBASE

experience showed that for menu and "both", all classes of dBASE
experienced users were indeed in concert.

For command language an unusual phenomenon occurred. Those

experts and novices who had never used dBASE before were actually

satisfied with the interface while those who had used dBASE before were

not, especially the E/N grcup. A review of the comments written in the

post survey by subjects in the three dissatisfied groups reveled that they

were bothered not only by the syntax but also by not knowing when to use

°" q  . ' .= " ,/' ." " ," . ." ." .= ." " . €' ." v" " . ." -. . -o- ... -, -. -.o. -.-. o - ..-- ". -Q-. ,p ! " " ". "." -". "- • '"
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which command. In other words, they were having a problem

remembering the language. It was observed during the experiment that

the E/N and E/E subjects tended to rely on trying to 'remember' the

syntax and command use rather than take the time to use the hand-outs.

On the other hand, the E/Z and N/Z subjects, who only had the brief

introduction to the commands, used the handouts regularly (presumably

because they did not know the syntax).

There was also a definite difference of opinion on the goodness of

the handout for the command language treatment; some liked it and

others did not (no comments were made about the menu handout). For

example, one of the E/Z subjects noted "Handout very helpful for

assigned task. It [the handout] had zoomed in on the necessary command

and had good examples". Alternatively, two of the E/E subjects both

indicated that the documentation was "poor" and "very poor" (the

command language handout, see Appendix A, was generated from the

dBASE III command reference manual with additional material written).

To see how diverse the subjects in each group were on their satisfaction

rating, a check of the standard deviation showed that it is only .5 for the

E/E and E/N groups (means of 4.75 and 5.27 respectfully) meaning they

were universally dissatisfied. The other 3 command language groups on

the other hand, had a diversity of feelings within the group about

command language. For N/N the standard deviation is 1.5 with a range

of 1.6 (between quite and extremely satisfied) to 7.0 (extremely

dissatisfied). The range for E/Z and N/Z are 1.1 to 4.7 and 2.9 to 4.9

respectfully and similar standard deviations to N/N. Subjects in the

pi
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"both" treatment also had wide ranges of satisfaction within its subgroups

even though the group means were at a satisfied level. The minimum

value for the "both" subgroups were about the same as menu (1.1 to 1.6)

but the maximum values (dissatisfaction) were 4.5 to 5.3. For menus, all

of the subject subgroups were universally satisfied (maximum value was

3.8; slightly more satisfied than neutral.

One underlying assumption of the satisfaction measure in this

experiment is that is somewhat of a surrogate for preference. That is, if

subjects prefer menus to command language then their satisfaction should

be higher in the menu and "both" treatment where they can choose menus

than those subjects in the command language treatment that did not have

access to the menus. To investigate this, subjects were asked in the post

survey to state their preference between using a menu or a command

language dialog mode. Figure 4.8 shows the results with 1 = strongly

prefer menu, 4 = neutral, and 7 = strongly prefer command language. In

comparing satisfaction (see Figure 4.7) to preference, all of the groups

in the menu treatment were satisfied with menus and all groups prefered

menus except E/N. Note that E/E and E/Z type of experts in the menu

treatment prefered menus for a dialog mode interface which is contrary

to the literature. For the "both" treatment, every group except E/E

prefered menus and were able to choose them if desired. Command

language had both E/E and E/N dissatisfied with the command language

but they also prefered to use a command language for the dialog mode

interface. Thus, while they were unhappy with the dBASE language,

.S
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Dialog Mode Preference between Menu and Cmnd Lang
by Treatment and dBASE Experience

MENU " Preference 0 CMND LANGflor

Both

E CmndM Lang

I-I

Menu

1 2 3 4 3 2
Strongly Prefer Slightly Neutral Slightly Prefer Strongly
Prefer Prefer Prefer Prefer

;. II F_ /E r[3 E/N C"3 E/Z r[-] N/N E2?t N/-Z

" Format: technology / dBASE
, where E =expert N - novice Z - no experience

Figure 4.8

they still wanted a command language (presumable with some other

characteristics than were available in dBASE HI).

An interesting point to note is that the E/N subjects in the menu

treatment (who had the best performance scores of any group and were

the most satisfied of any group) prefered the command language while

the E/E prefered menu. All of the novice groups plus the experts that had

never used dBASE before prefered menu to command language.

In summary, subject satisfaction with dialog mode used in the

interface did not necessarily follow what was predicted based on the

7:|
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literature and theory. It was also found that satisfaction and

dissatisfaction with a dialog mode does not imply preference.

Application Specific Hypotheses

These hypotheses were developed to see if users, when given the

choice of computer directed and user directed dialog modes, would tend

to use the dialog mode that fit with their experience. That is, the experts

would tend to use the user directed dialog mode and the novices the

computer directed mode. The hypotheses stated that not only would each

group tend toward their respective dialog mode, as the literature and

theory indicate, but that they would also be more satisfied since they

would be able to chose the dialog mode that fit their experience level.

Thus, there needs to be a point at which a user would transition

from a novice status to an expert status and that would be the point at

which the user would switch from using the computer directed mode to

the user directed mode. From research done by Gilfoil [84], this

transition point seemed to be around 18 hours of use in a system that was

word processing and data base activities similar to this experiment.

Using this research as a guideline, the following hypotheses were

developed.

Hypothesis 9

H9 0 : Subjects with more that 18 hours of application specific

experience will be equally or more satisfied with only a computer

directed dialog mode (menu) than those who have both or only a user

directed.

..- :-% %.P Xw* le-
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H9 A: Subjects with more that 18 hours of application specific

experience will be less satisfied with only a computer directed dialog

mode (menu) than those who have both or only a user directed.

Hypothesis 10

H100: Subjects with more than 18 hours of application specific

experience will not use the user directed mode more than the computer

directed dialog mode.

H1OA: Subjects with more than 18 hours of application specific

experience will use the user directed mode more than the computer

directed dialog mode.

Results for ADflications Specific Hypotheses

One of the problems with testing these hypotheses was the lack of

expert users who were also experts with the dBASE command language

and, once identified, converting their specific experience to a specific

number of hours of dBASE experience. The data was just not collectible

on an hourly basis. Therefore, only subjects that were identified as

dBASE experts by the subject classification survey were used in the

analysis. It was felt that these subjects needed considerably more than 18

hours of use to qualify for this rating. Subjects that qualified as a novice

in dBASE were not used since they could easily be above or below the 18

hour mark based on how they used dBASE previously.

Testing of H9: From the results obtained, it was apparent that

experts in dBASE and technology (E/E) were not more satisfied with the

user directed dialog mode over the computer directed menu dialog mode

9
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(see Figure 4.7). In fact, they were actually dissatisfied with the

command language. Part of this dissatisfaction, but not all of it, can be

attributed to being "rusty" (they had fallen back to a casual user status)

with the command language. On the other hand, several of the expert

subjects used dBASE on a daily basis and they were not more satisfied

than the menu treatment experts. The null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

Testing of H10: The basis of this hypothesis was that since the user

directed dialog mode is what the theory and literature say the expert

would prefer to use, then, when given the choice, experts (especially one

experienced in the command language) would select the user directed

mode for performing the tasks. This is not what happened in this

experiment. The E/E subjects split 50/50 on their choice and use of the

dialog modes. Because of this even split, the null hypothesis cannot be

rejected in favor of the alternate that experts would tend to use the user

directed dialog mode.

Discussion: The theory and literature say that experts would prefer

a user directed (basically command languages) over a computer directed

dialog mode. To investigate this as part of these last two hypotheses,

subjects preference between using a menu or a command language dialog

mode was again analyzed (see Figure 4.8 ). This data shows that as a

group, all of the E/E subjects actually do prefer (mean = 4.13) a

command language when specifically asked that question although when

viewed by treatment, as in the figure, one can see that that those E/E that

used menus stated a preference for menus. The one problem with this

data, besides a small number of subjects, is that the dialog mode that was

0....
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used during the experiment might have positively biased the user to

prefer that mode, especially in the menu and command language

treatments. It would have been much better to have also asked this

question prior to using the interface to see if a bias did develop. Since the

E/E could have been biased in the first two treatments, that leaves the

"both" treatment as a valid reflection of their preference since the

subjects could use either type of interface and switch back and forth. In

the "both" treatment, c )mmand language was slightly prefered even

when half of the E/E subjects in this group used menus.

Besides the small number of subjects, there was a second problem

that affected these two hypotheses. This second problem concerned

several of the specific subjects used in the experiment. One of the E/E

subjects that used dBASE command language on a daily basis told the

monitor at the experiment that she was going to use the menu system just

to see how "good" it was at facilitating the actions required to do the

tasks. This subject used menus for the entire experiment even though

her preference was slightly in favor of command language. Her

satisfaction with the menu mode was 4.25; barely dissatisfied. Another

E/E subject used the menus exclusively but also stated on the post survey

"I used the menu system because it was so easy. However, I was getting

bored and frustrated with it, and given another task, I would have

probably tried the command mode". This subject also slightly prefered

command languages over menus. Both subject were extremely in favor

of having multiple dialog modes in the user-system interface. The

problem exemplified by these two subjects (two of the three who used
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menus in the "both" treatment) makes the results somewhat suspect and

clearly points the need for a larger subject population for investigating

these two hypothesis.

Regardless of these two problems, if all of the subjects that have

been exposed to dBASE command language are looked at in the "both"

treatment, the menu to command language usage was 14 to 10 or a 60%

to 40% usage in favor of menus. Further analysis of the subjects in the

"both" treatment is presented in the next section.

"both" Treatment

The subjects in the "both" treatment were analyzed further by how

much of each dialog mode they used in accomplishing the tasks. To

determine this, the subjects in the "both" treatment were broken out by

how much of each dialog mode they used to perform the tasks. This was

done in two ways which turned out to be basically equivalent.

First, the total number of carriage returns entered using the

command language were counted and recorded as a percentage of total

carriage returns entered. The second way was to determine what percent

of the task was done using command language by looking at how each

item in the tasks was completed. Only completed items were included in

the scoring. On the average, the first method underscored the second by

about 15% but by just counting carriage returns the command language

was penalized. One carriage return could accomplish the same action

that required a minimum of three to four carriage returns with menus

thus giving a higher percentage to menu use. Because the results were

~ - ~ . -7.
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relatively the same and because of the bias against command language

using carriage returns, the second method was used for analysis.

The subjects in the "both" treatment were divided into expert and

novice and then again subdivided into those who used the command

language less than 25% of the time to do the tasks (e.g. used menus more

that 75% of the time) and those who used command language more than

47% of the time (there were no subjects between 25% and 47%). The

latter group is labeled "botf"/command language (BC) and the former

"both"/menu (BM). Once this separation was done, each classification of

groups of subjects in the "both" treatment, from the total population

down to technology/dBASE experience grouping, were looked at to see

what percentage of each group fell into the BM and BC category (see

Dialog Mode Usage Percentage
("Both" Treatment)

100
3 2 5 2 5 7 12

80....

60 . ... ... ... ... ..

60

40

20

0
% E/E E/N E/Z N/N N/Z Expert Novice Population

* Menu (BM) Q Cmnd Lang (BC)
Format: technology / dBASE

where E = expert N - novice Z - no experience

Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.9). From this analysis, one sees that the groups were all

basically around a 60 - 40 split of BM to BC respectfully except for E/Z

all of whom used the menus exclusively. Of the total population of 21

subjects that used menus more than 75% of the time, half of them used

menus exclusively. For the BC population, 3 of the 12 used the command

language exclusively. The point of this data is that the 33 subjects that

had the user-system interface with both menus and command language

had a dialog mode usage that ranged from 100% menu to 100%

command language with all sorts of combinations between. What must

be carefully pointed out though is that the command language users were

not exclusively the dBASE or technology experienced subject. The

choice of what mode to use did not seem to be based on expert novice

differences as the theory and literature suggested. The choice seemed to

be more of a preference based on not only experience, but ease of using

the dialog mode, the specific task to be done, curiosity (one E/E subject

said that she initially used menus just to see how good it was and not

necessarily because of preference or satisfaction requirements.), the

mental effort required to do the task, learning and especially

remembering (memory and recall).

From the performance data in Table 4.13 it is clear that having a

choice to use both dialog modes had an effect on satisfaction and

performance both positively and negatively. There was a small

improvement on the efficiency scores of the two "both" subgroups (BM

and BC) but at the same time there was a reduction, though only slightly,

on the effectiveness scores for the BC population. For satisfaction, the

. . . . .. .......... ...... .
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Comparisons of Dialog Mode Usage in the "both"
Treatment Population to the other Populations

Population Effectiveness Efficiency Satisfaction "

BC - -both-/ cmnd lang 2.64 537" 3.74"

CC - cmnd lang treatment 2.73" 5.85 4.17
Percent difference 0.03% 0,08% 0.10%
BM -"both"/menu 3.22" 405" 2.51
AM - menu treatment 3.07 4.32 2.46"
Percent difference 0.05% 0.06% 0.02%

* = best score

BM - experts and novices who used menus more than 75% of the time
BC = experts and novices who used menus less than 50% of the time

Table 4.13

BC population was barely satisfied while the command language

treatment (CC) population were barely dissatisfied. In the menu

treatment (MM) and BM subgroups, the difference was only an

insignificant .05 but both scores reflected high satisfaction with the

dialog mode.

In analyzing the keystroke logs of those subjects that used the

command language more than 47% of the time, it was found that

generally they only switched to the menu system when they could not

figure out how to correctly accomplish the item using the command

language. Written comments by subjects support this observation. Some

examples of why subjects switched were provided by subjects on the post

surveys. An E/E subject stated "I switched frequently. I know query

commands in dBASE well, but some of the queries requested were very

.,%
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difficult. For these, I would try to use command language, would bomb

and would then switch to menu mode. I liked being able to switch. It

gave me multiple approaches to solving the problem." An N/N subject

said "I switched back and forth since some tasks were easier with menus

and others with command language."

When novice performance scores alone are looked at, the

differences between those who selected the menu system and those who

had to use menus is significant (p<.02). Novices who chose to use menus

outperformed those who had to use menus. Those who chose command

language performed equally as well as those who had to use command

language such that overall, "both" was better for novices. From this and

written comments, it seems that these subjects that chose menus felt more

comfortable then some of those forced to used menus and thus performed

better. One of the subjects forced to use menus (a novice with no dBASE

experience) stated on the post survey that he felt uncomfortable with

menus and felt that he would have done much better on the tasks if he

could have used the command language.

A more detailed look at satisfaction shows in Figure 4.10 that the

satisfaction for menu users in the menu treatment and the "both"

treatment had comparable results with no significant differences. For

command language, Figure 4.11, there was a large difference in expert

satisfaction level with those who used the command language in the

"both" treatment being much more satisfied than those who used it in the

command language treatment. In Figure 4.11, there were no E/Z

subjects in the BC population thus no score is listed. The BC value for
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Satisfaction Comparison Between Menu
Treatment and Menu Users in "both" Treatment

Satisfied
Extrem ely 1 . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. . .

Quite 2- . . .

Slightly 3

Neutral 4,

Slightly 5 . .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .

Quite 6. ..... ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Extremely7 7

Dissatisfied E/E E/N E/Z N/N N/Z Expert Novice Population

E BM- menu users in "both" Q] Menu
Format: technology / dBASE

where E = expert N - novice Z = no experience

Figure 4.10
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Satisfaction Comparison Between Cmnd Lang
Treatment and Cmnd Lang Users in "both" Treatment

Satisfied

Quite 6

E/E /N /Z NN NZ EpertNovce Ppultio
Dissatisfie

M BC- cmd lng uers n "oth" CmndLan

wheE EE E xpN/N N/ noiexp-oertnvce Pplto

Figure 4.11
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N/N is 3.98 and for novices 3.95. Thus for command language,

satisfaction was improved in all cases ,except N/Z, when the subject chose

command language rather than being forced to use it.

Summary of Hypothesis Testing

The experimental results showed that the dialog mode in a

user-system interface can make a difference in a user's performance for

accomplishing a task and their satisfaction with the interface; thus, HI

and H5 were rejected and the alternate hypotheses accepted. For H2 - H4

(performance) and H6 - H8 (satisfaction), the alternate hypotheses were

strongly stated in that multiple dialog modes in a user-system interface

were tested for being better then either of the single dialog mode

interfaces instead of being just equal (a weaker statement). The analysis

of the data showed, in all cases, that multiple dialog modes were not

statistically better then both of the other cases; therefore, none of the null

hypotheses were rejected in favor of the alternate. If the hypotheses had

been stated in a weaker Urm, i.e. multiple dialog modes are equal or

better than one mode, then many of the null hypotheses would have been

rejected for the alternate.

Testing of the applications specific hypotheses, H9 and HI0, showed

that experts did not favor command language over menus in satisfaction

or for accomplishing the tasks. Because of this, the null hypothesis could

not be rejected for either hypothesis. These particular results are not as

strong as those obtained for HI - 118 because of the small sample size.

S.,. . . . . .



CHAPTER V

Conclusions and Implications

Conclusions

The hypotheses for this experiment were based on a normative

theory developed from the literature and past experiments. This

normative theory said that computer directed user-system interfaces (e.g.

menus) were best for novices and that they would be satisfied and

perform well with this type of interface. The theory also said that

experienced users would not be satisfied with a computer directed

interface because they would want to be more in control and thus would

do better if they had a user-directed interface such as command language.

The underlying basis for this normative theory was conjectured to be

grounded in the theory developed around the differences in expert and

novice problem solving strategies. These strategies seemed to be closely

aligned to user directed and computer directed styles of dialog modes.

Expert versus novice problems solving strategy was in turn based on the

basic issues of human memory and learning. From all of this

information, it was hypothesized that the reason a user-system interface

with a user directed dialog mode seemed best for experts was because it

lent itself to the expert's problem solving strategy. The same is true for

novices with a computer directed dialog mode. Thus, if there was a

mixed population of expert and novice users, then a user-system interface

with both a user and a computer directed dialog mode would provide
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more satisfaction and facilitate better performance than just one dialog

mode that all users would be forced to use.

In this experimental task setting of data base update, query, and

report generation, the results of this experiment did not support the

normative theory or the expert versus novice problem solving theoretical

foundation; thus, most of the hypotheses were rejected. Specifically,

experts were not dissatisfied with a menu user-system interface and

performed quite well with menus. Many experts were in fact dissatisfied

with the command language, even those with extensive dBASE

experience, while some novices were not dissatisfied. Most significantly,

when the experts and novices were given the opportunity to choose their

dialog mode, as in the "both" treatment, 60% chose menus with the

, remaining 40% choosing command language in both the expert and

novice populations. What this experiment indicates is that there are other

reasons for a user's choice and satisfaction in using a particular type of

interface than those presented in prior literature and that expert versus

novice problem solving strategies may not be the underlying basis for

this choice.

The next two sections of this chapter analyze how the results of

this experiment affect the normative theory developed from the

literature and the theoretical foundation of expert versus novice problem

solving strategies. The last sections will discuss some implications of

these results for user-system interface design and future research topics

for continuing this line of research.

p
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Experimental Impacts on the Normative Theory

A key result in this experiment that casts doubt on the developed

normative theory, found in a preponderance of user-system interface

literature, is the universal lack of dissatisfaction among the subjects with

the computer directed menu dialog mode. Experts, even those with

dBASE experience, and novices were both satisfied with the menu

system. Analysis of the experiment and the results indicate that there are

two primary reaons for the lack of experimental support for this

normative theory and may suggest that the normative theory no longer

applies especially for settings similar to this experiment (e.g. data base

activities).

The first reason has to do with the response time of the menu

system. Most of the literature and prior experiments base their

requirement for a different user-system interface for experts on results

and observations based on menu systems used on mainframe computer

systems. These systems are typically time sharing systems where users

can expect to have delays in presenting and responding to menu input

because of such things as terminal line speeds and contention for service

among other users. An important factor in this experiment was the speed

of the dedicated micro system for each subject that displayed the full

screen menus. It was exceptionally fast even though it painted the screen.

The subject was also allowed to type ahead if they so desired. These

features allowed subjects to rapidly progress through many of the options

menus and type in data requirements while the menu was being

| %L
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generated. This speed of processing is one of the activities prized by

many users especially ones that are experienced. Speed of processing is

also one of the main advantages of command language, e.g. one does not

have to progress through many levels of menus to perform an action.

Thus, for experts, the speed of the menu seemed to have been sufficiently

fast that they were satisfied. If this same system had been implemented

on a mainframe computer where there was a definite wait time for each

menu to be displayed (especially on a terminal using 1200 baud), the

experts' satisfaction (and maybe even the novices') may have been much

lower and narrowed the satisfaction difference between command

language and menus. It might also have caused more of the experts in the

"both" treatment to use the command language. Further analysis in this

area is needed before any specific conclusion can be generalized beyond

the micros used in this experiment but it does seem that micros don't

support the theory. It may also be that experts are not necessarily

dissatisfied with computer directed interfaces just dissatisfied with poor

design and response times for menus. On mainframes, one way for

experts to correct for slow response with menus is to use command

language since no delay is generated waiting for the menu to be

presented.

The second reason has to do with advances made in identifying

human factors that need to be incorporated into the interface design as

was done with the menu system developed for this experiment and as

exists to some extent in the dBASE command language. These factors are
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the underlying concepts described in Chapter II of which many were

developed simultaneous with literature describing the need for different

user-system interfaces for experts and novices. They were not features

readily found in many of the systems of the late 70's and early '80s when

the norma ive ideas were being developed. By applying these design

principles to the menu dialog mode, many of the problems experts had

with menus in the past, such as slow response and inadequate flexibility,

seem to hav. been overcome. On the other hand, even though the dBASE

command language had many excellent human factors features, there was

still dissatisfaction. Much of the dissatisfaction seemed to be directed at

not having some sort of function to assist users recall syntax (help was

available but rarely used) and not having a mechanism to correct syntax

errors other than retyping the entire command line.

In summary, new technology and the incorporation of good

design techniques based on experimental and human factors studies seem

to have overcome the need for providing experts with a user directed

dialog mode. This research shows that a computer directed menu

interface can satisfy both novices and experts alike.

Exnerimental Impacts on Exlrrt vs Novice Problem Solving Strategies

and Dialo2 Modes

Subjects in the "both" treatment did not select the dialog mode

predicted by their problem solving strategies. Novice in technology

selected both menu and command language, when given their choice.
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without regard to previous experience with dBASE. The same held true

for experts. It was also found that even when experts used the menu

user-system interface (which favors a novice mode of problem solving)

they performed better than those who used the command language. The

experimental results did not provide evidence to support the difference in

expert and novice problem solving techniques as the basis for why

experts and novices need different type of user-system interfaces.

A user activity that was not expected was the switching back and

forth, by both novices and experts alike in the "both" treatment, between

menus and command language depending on the task required. Of the 12

subjects in this treatment that used command language more that 47% of

the time, 25% used the command language exclusively. It was felt, based

on the literature and the theory, that subjects would basically use one or

the other of the dialog modes. This was not the case. One of the novice

subjects that was also a novice in dBASE commented about this switching

on the post survey by saying: " Since I was able to use both modes I liked

[the] method. I found that when I needed to find a particular record, the
"command" was easier then menu. On the other hand, the actual

modifying, adding tasks were easier with the menu mode!" A previously

quoted expert in both dBASE and technology said he switched to menu if

it was too hard a task with command language or he couldn't get the

correct answer using command language. Thus, it seems that having two

different dialog modes provided some of the subjects with alternative

methods for accomplishing their task instead of being stuck with just one

,I
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method that they didn't like or couldn't use for the required action. For

those subjects that didn't switch back and forth, there was no apparent

relationship between experience and the dialog mode chosen. One of the

novice subjects seems to have captured the essence of the "both" user's

and their switching by noting on the post survey:
"If you work with dBASE a lot, the command mode is easier
and faster, not so repetitious. However, if you are not
constantly using dBASE, then it is extremely tedious and
frustrating to use, i.e. it's too picky. This was a good
experiment, definitely pointing out the pros and cons of each. 7..
At my level, I preferred the menu driven mode but it is nice to
be able to change for some things.

This particular comment, plus results and observations made during the

experiment, provides support for the User Experience Level Transitions

model (Figure 2.3), as applied to the dBASE environment on learning

stages and casual users. Some of the problems encountered by dBASE

experienced subjects who used the command language seemed to be

caused by their having fallen back to a casual user status through lack of

recent use that could have kept them at the expert level for recalling and

using the commands. They did not lack general experience with dBASE

or technology, they just lacked adequate current experience that caused

them to have a problem remembering how to form the syntax. Overall,

menus for a casual user worked well whereas command language for the

casual user seemed to cause frustration.

This experiment showed that the dialog mode could make a

difference in a user's performance, both effectiveness and efficiency, and

I!
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in their satisfaction with the dialog mode. It also showed that the

subjects' choice of which dialog mode to use was not dependent on the

subjects' technology experience level and associated problem solving

strategy but more on a preference for one or the other of the dialog

modes or the task requirements. Experience with dBASE I had both a

positive and negative influence on performance and satisfaction for all

classes of user for a variety of different reasons. When asked about their

preference for only one mode versus having both modes, the vast

majority of the subjects expressed a strong preference for a user-system

interface with both dialog modes (see Figure 5.1), even though they were

most satisfied with menus and performed best with menu. Those subjects

that were in the treatment that provided them this preference for multiple

dialog modes and made their choice, could not exceed the scores for the

subjects forced to use menus. Thus, having their preference did not

improve satisfaction and performance.

Overall, the research indicates that the differences in expert and

novice problem solving strategies did not seem to impact dialog mode

usage and satisfaction as predicted by the theory and literature. Some

reasons for this may be that the dialog mode was possibly at too low a

level of thought processing to impact on the problem solving tasks

required in the experiment or there just isn't a correlation between

expert versus novice problem solving strategies and user-system

computer interfaces. The important considerations in using a dialog

mode seem to be based more on previous experience with dialog modes,
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Preference for Multiple Dialog Modes
by Treatment and dBASE Experience

MultipleOn
Dialog oo ref ence 0- Dialog
Modes 7E5 Mode

Both

C
1 Cmnd
1 Lang

Menu

1 2 3 4 3 2
Strongly Prefer Slightly Neutral Slightly Prefer Strongly

Prefer Prefer Prefer Prefer

UE/E [-- E/N ED E/Z r-N/N a N/Z
Format: technology / dBASE

where E - expert N - novice Z - no experience

Figure 5.1

ease of using the dialog mode for the task, speed, and a bias either for or

against a specific dialog mode or dialog style based on a subject's own

unique set of preferences and general experiences.

To summarize the important points as succinctly as possible, the

following conclusions were reached with regards to this research:

(a). The results did not provide evidence to support the difference

in expert and novice problem solving techniques as the basis for why

experts and novices need different type of user-system interfaces.
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(b). The results did not support the normative theory developed

from other researcher's opinions, observations, and research that experts

would find menus unsatisfactory as a user-system interface and prefer a

user dir,-cted dialog mode.

(c). A user-system interface with multiple dialog modes for a

population with varried experience levels was not statistically better then

an interface with menu only but was better than command language only.

(d). A user-system interface with only menus was consistently

better for experts in both performance and satisfaction over the other

user-system interfaces used in this research.

(e). A user-system interface with only a command language was

consistantly worse for novices in both performance and satisfaction then

either of the other two interfaces used in the research.

(f). Subjects preferred multiple dialog modes but, when given

multiple dialog modes, generally did not perform as well as those with

menus only.

(g). When subjects given multiple dialog modes, choice of mode to

perform tasks was not correlated to either technology or dBASE

experience.

(h). Satisfaction with a dialog mode seems to be based on previous

experience with dialog modes, ease of using the dialog mode for the task,

speed, and a bias either for or against a specific dialog mode or dialog

style based on a subject's own unique set of preferences and general

experiences and not just technology and application specific experience.

Pt . .
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Implications

The results of this experiment provide situational type of

information that can have an impact on a user population's satisfaction

and performance with a user-system interface. In particular, the results

clearly shows that bet, -en the dialog modes used in the research, the

menu mode is an excellent choice for novices just as has been found with

other experiments. Novices performed best and were most satisfied with

the menus. More impoiiantly though, it was found that experts in

technology also did best with menus. This was especially true for those

that were novices to the dBASE command language or had fallen back to

casual user status. This indicates that for applications that have periodic

data base activities and are to be used primarily by casual and novice

users to the application (regardless of their technology experience), a

well structured menu system that provides all of the necessary

functionality and utilizes current human factors concepts will allow the

user population to perform better and be more satisfied than with a

command language dialog. Having only a command language can

actually lead to dissatisfaction and poorer performance with the

application. Thus, under these types of conditions, there is no real need

for having a user directed dialog mode as well as the computer directed

mode. Although, it should not be cast aside without due consideration

since there is a strong preference for both modes and the performance

and satisfaction were basically equal.

d . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . , . . . .. , . . . . ..
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There are two other important items that have implications for

user-system interfaces. The first is that having multiple dialog modes

does have the advantage of providing the user with alternative methods

for accomplishing the same activity. It allows the user to "choose" which

method to use under which conditions based not on technology

experience but on some other set of experiences and preferences.

The second item that can be stated is that if the user population is a

mix of user experience for an application and a command language is

required for what ever reason, then better performance and satisfaction

will be obtained from the casual and novice users (and even some of the

experts) if a menu system is also included in the user-system interface.

To make this true though, the user-system developer must use design

principles found in the literature and ensure that the response time of the

menus is similar to that achieved with the command language.

Future Research

There are a number of experiments that can build on this research

of which the most promising ones are described below. Some of the

research items described below were specifically held constant for this

research as they were not the primary interest for this study.
'9

Of particular interest would be to study the reasoning behind a

subject's choice in selecting a dialog mode for satisfying a task. This

research would initially require each subject to perform the same task

with two or more different dialog modes, varying the order to eliminate
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order bias. Then the subject would accomplish a final task with a

user-system interface that contained two or more of the original modes.

By first having the subject use each dialog mode exclusively for a task,

performance and satisfaction measures could be gather after each

treatment to compare to thc final treatment that used multiple dialog

modes. Plus, the subject would be in a better position to more accurately

describe his satisfaction with having multiple dialog modes and the

reasoning for why he chose a he did in the final task. The research

would also show whether or not conducting an experiment in this fashion

had any impact on the number of subjects that switched back and forth

between dialog modes when more than one mode was available.

A second area that would provide insight to user-system interfaces

would be to directly address the issue of whether or not a subject's

problem solving strategy can be influenced, positively or negatively, by a

dialog mode. The research would first require an analysis of the

subject's problem solving strategy in a problem domain that could also be

computerized (text editing for example). The subjects would then

perform a similar problem in the same domain using a computer with a

user-system interface that had either a computer directed dialog mode, a

user directed dialog mode or both modes. Using protocol analysis of the

subject's methodology to complete the computer task, the researcher can

determine if: (1) the dialog mode influenced the subject's problem

solving strategy, (2) the dialog mode can improve or hinder the subject's

... .. . I
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problem solving performance, and (3) there is any relationship between

dialog modes and problem solving strategies

A final area of interest would be to concentrate on the dialog tasks.

The dialog tasks in this research were data entry, text editing and query

4set in a data base activity. Additional research needs to be conducted to

determine if there are certain dialog modes that cause users to be more

satisfied and perform better for specific types of dialog tasks. It could be

the case that some tasks z.e much better for menus and others for

command languages. If so, then if the overall activity requires tasks that

are best done by different dialog modes then multiple dialog modes or a

blend of different dialog modes could be the most advantageous

user-system interface. Support for this new research has already been

found and commented on earlier (e.g. the subjects comments on

switching modes depending on what needed to be done).

There are many other research topics that can build on this and

other research besides the few mentioned here. The issues of which type

of user-system interface is best for what type of user in what type of

situation has not been solved but progress is being made. Use of good

experimental design and techniques and the use of established

frameworks like Benbasat [81] to guide the research will definitely

enhance our ability to further our knowledge of this extremely important

facet of human computer interaction.
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Database Structures

The address book maintenance database contains two databases. The
address book database, called 'addbook' contains the name, address and
telephone numbers of a number your friends. The other database, called
xmaslist', contains information on who you sent Christmas cards to this
past year and who sent one to you.

The name of the fields in each of the databases and their associated
characteristics are described below. All fields are character data.

ADDBOOK
Name Size Comments
lastname 10
firstname 10
spousen 10 husband or wife first name
maidenn 10 wife's maiden name
address 20
city 14
state 2 two letter abbreviation
zip 5
area-code 3
home tel 8 format -> nnn-nnnn
worktel 8 format -> nnn-nnnn

XMASLIST
Name Si7e Comments
lastname 10 same as lastname or maidenn above
firstname 10 same as firstname or spousen above
sent I you sent this person a card (y/n)
received I you received a card from this person (y/n)
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Classes of Commands

Creation and Manipulation of Files
The following commands create database files and associated files.
INDEX - Creates an index file
JOIN - Combines specified records and fields from two

database files
SELECT - Used to define a database work area
SORT - Creates a sorted version of the active database file
USE - Specifies the database file to be used for all

operations until another USE command is issued

Update of Database
The following commands add, delete or modify data records in database.
APPEND - Adds a blank record to the end of a database file

BLANK
DELETE - Marks records for deletion from database file
PACK - Removes records marked for deletion
RECALL - Reinstates records marked for deletion
REPLACE - Replaces data fields in a record(s) with specified

values

Query and Reports
The following commands display and list data.
DISPLAY - Display records and fields (pauses while displaying)
LIST - List records and fields (does not pause while listing)

Positioning Record Pointer
The following commands position the current record pointer to records
as directed.
CONTINUE - Positions to the next record with conditions

specified in the LOCATE command

1I
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GOTO - Positions directly to a specified record
LOCATE - Positions to a record that fits a specified condition

Information, Environment and Parameter Controls
The following commands provide database information, control the
environment or set system control parameters.
CLEAR - Erases the CRT screen
CLOSE - Closes/clears all database work spaces and aliases

DATABASES
DIR - Shows files on the current default disk d ive
DISPLAY - Display the structure (field names and sizes) for
STRUCTURE current database in USE

SET HEADING - Field names DISPLAY/do not display above the
ON/off fields in LIST or DISPLAY

SET INDEX TO - Opens named INDEX files

Syntax of Commands
The structure of a command is its syntax. Each command begins with a
verb which is the basic command. Many commands also have one or
more clauses that tailor the command to meet a particular need. The
general syntax of a command is illustrated by:

VERB[<scope>] [<expression list>] [FOR/WHILE <condition>]

The specific syntax for each command is shown in the Command
Reference section.

The items enclosed in square brackets are optional. They may be entered
in any order. Capitalized items are entered exactly as shown in the
command section. Items enclosed by the angle brackets, < >, are selected
by the user.

"'
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Do not type the square brackets or angle brackets when entering a
command. Words shown in upper case indicate a reserved word and
must be typed as shown. They need not be typed in upper case when used
in dBASE.

The definitions of the key words used in the syntax example are:

VERB Command name for specifying a dBASE action. It is a reserved
word and shown as uppercase throughout this document.

scope An optional part of many commands that specifies the amount of
the database to which the command applies. Each command which has
the scope option has a default of either the current database record or all
database records. The scope may be:

n - a single record
NEXT n - n records beginning with the current record
ALL - all of the records in the database

expression (exp) a field name, function or a constant.

expression list one or more expressions separated by commas.

FOR <condition> indicates that the command is to apply to every
record in the database for which the condition is true.

WHILE <condition> indicates that the command is to be repeated as
long as the stated condition is true.

condition defines more specifically what a command is to do. The
condition itself is a comparison between two or more items. Only those
records for which the condition is true will the verb be applied. Multiple
conditions may be defined by using the logical operators .AND. and .OR.

,p
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COMMAND LANGUAGE RESTRICTIONS

1. Only use commands listed in the handout.

2. APPEND, EDIT, and BROUSE command are not to be used to add,
change or delete records. Use one of the following methods instead:

a. Add a record
APPEND BLANK
REPLACE fieldname WITH 'data', [fieldname WITH 'data',...]

e.g. REPLACE lastname WITH 'TAYLOR'

b. Modify one or more record

LOCATE FOR criteria
REPLACE

[CONTINUE
REPLACE ]

or
REPLACE fieldname WITH 'data' FOR criteria

c. Delete one or more records
LOCATE FOR criteria
DELETE

[CONTINUE
DELETE]

PACK
or

DELETE FOR criteria
PACK

3. For reports, use DISPLAY and LIST commands.

4. For sorted reports, use SORT or build an INDEX.

% *%. %' , ~ ... V -A
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5. Execute the following command after you are finished with each
numbered item in the experimental task:

DO ENDITEM

(Note: The rest of the hand-out contained documentation on each of the
commands listed in the previous paragraphs. Only a sample set of the
commands are included to show the style and format of the
documentation) '-
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OPERATORS
dBASE III provides four types of operators: mathematical. relational.
logical, and string.

MATHMATICAL OPERATORS Mathematical operators generate numeric
results.

+ - Addition.
- Subtraction.
- Multiphcatio.
. Division.

1% eor i Exponentiatli..n.
- Parentheses for grouping.

RELATIONAL OPERATORS Relational operators generate logical results
. (for example, True or False). Relational operators can be used with either

character, numeric, or date expressions. Both expressions must be of the
same type.

- Less than.
-Greater than.

- -- - Equal.
)or * -Not equal.

- - Less than or equal.
S- -Greater than or equal.

$ - Substrng comparison. (For example. if A and B
are character strings, ASB returns a logical True if
A is either identical to B or contained within B.)

LOGICAL OPERATORS Logical operators obtain a logical result from
comparing two logical expressions.

AND. - Logical and.
.OR. -Logical or.
.NOT. - Logical not (works with a single expression).
( ) - Parentheses for grouping.

STriNG OPERATORS

-- -Concatenation operator. It is used to join two or
more character strings into a single character
string.

-Concatenation operator. It is used to join two or
more character strings into a single character
string All trailing spaces are moved to the end of
the combined string.

% . % .I % %. % * " %" % %"% "" ' '% ' " " x "" " ' t . -' -" . . , "- .. . . .
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DELETE

Syntax: /)IEl (lkl'jkIL HM ihIbiil

Notes: I d- .hc fls i.-kiticil h\i 11ic upv ')f tilt I OR

A~ ilh DlNPI.AY .111 LIST. rcuords nut kudL 1itr Jeletitit ire
iiidtojtcd h\ i isicrt',k * ) int the nrs Ipu'itiot t i le
rtui.urd Remtjiic deleted retturd', with RECALL
AWith (lhe full stcrecof coijiids. uoh .JN [3RO\X :E y)r EU IT.
rvi ird* ma rked 1()r deletion irc atdIUJ~id h\ * L)E l.*t it:
Itji tte hlitI hli iltde 'L hoti delete.' and rettmt~lcc

ft. rd',

DEFLETE Joe-. it reputlsittmt the record poinlter
Fituruf re it at the enld ol the tile ( EGHI - T is J Aer
Llsl ,r l)hPL.AY ALL, iN,,-ulttM DELETE ha~s nu eflet:'

Examples: Yihe JL.ibhjse Rehimilus from 1thC AtiIdi P, U'.ed fr [lt:

ki mark kiil\ thle hr' .1ruc rd in tilt: djataas or deletoit

USE Re Mas
DEL ETE

1 Record deleted

k) inark rec ad 10 for ductiti

DELETE RECORD 10
1 Record dieleted

See also: DELETED( PACK. RECALL. -)T I)ELETED ON

V %
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DISPLAY

Ul),PLAN is used to %ie~k the .oijjicjijN )I j .. itihibc tile

Syntax: DISPILAY OMF (cope) (c-yressiii1 Ii:i)
FOR WHIlLE (LodtiioiiW
TO PRINT,

Notes: File uLrrcint rCLord Is dijspljl ius Isher c~i ncdL

hv the scope )r i-O-R '1. 1LE uc

All Field Jri- dIspl.1 ed Wiless, 0il1LvCi \'iI)C(pet hi
Fvn ri-vord nuitihcr is di.lji i- unless the OFF q)ljti is
ilk. lUdeid
It more thin 20 re-cords ire dsLICSItIk~. [l)PLN pauses
Atter e'er\ -)U itnes dBASE III promptlis with Press iii\
kc\ to cofliunu-

Eic.h toIumn has i heaing It the displa~ed item is the
result of itt expression involving .i held f or eximple.
cost 25 1, the k iluniii headinig is the Namne as itil
expression.
The heading appears is typed For ill iijpii letter.-. ty-pe
Dl ,PL.A I I E.L)I For upper iid lvrcisv hieadingi~s. type
DIbPLAY Fieil
The tinc im.' if nit-itn ticlN a ' ire mi t U isp Ii cd utiless
explicitl% timed in the expressionu list Insteid. the held
name ippvirs ihove the word MEMO in the uisplay It
menmo fields ire nanmed in the expiesbion list, their
contents ire displived in it) coiuitis

At the end of the Mie EOF( ) - I )DI )PLNY shows

heidings onv. is there ire no remaining ri-cords to
displiv
When DISPLAYing a rtfeord thit is tgrfiter thiti 80
characters. the Lontents w0rUip-irou1.11d to the next line ind
may. break up a held ointo two or itore lines

Example: The lollowmtg exiample uses. the Rei-tls ditihisi- front the
Appendix

Dihea jethl~te lscsj i siiiiimi ins, te iotuik i. ettil Id

the First five database records. 'Ihe first iwo itenis ire Fields,
iii the Rental,-, ditihise I'li last ti-its iii expressiutn
Involving Iwo ditahisc ficlds

USE RencaJs
OISPUA EXT .5 SaWepeSM&~ QenLAOMIt

Percci 0 RenLwitW

ReCOrd# Saiepersc RnLagftht Per-ccm Rntllhonm
I Gp 275 00 18.15M0
2 is am.000 608000
3 OF 300.001800
4 GP 3500 00 26950000
5 LG 8m0 00 5.50

See also: !iET HEADING

6opy avaL( !-.I to DTIC d n t
pelmit fully legible yrpr citli
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SORT

"010 iLt~iibz~ 11it III icoidcrctl Ji;hilccithll 1

hr tilp..i ilaor giiq.ritail1% h% (t IX-'tihed kt% lII,

Syntax: M I1 stig t)l I (), ncmtl~iItv) ON (tltILI ) V, C I)

H()l Itt \% 1111 tit Iii) Illlcri I ll ts ,)ir.

Notes: ~I lit'P~ I hlJOh AAI11 IIVN

c Lauises (hec sowr not to did'crciiie beitwern upper
ind we\%tr Lsse

YIou a ii.i.ombiner C with either A ir D When using
c v iiv Include lne slash. tor cumirncl. DC
Wlici OR ling oni ilultile hlts. (lic must Imp:;ortant kc

is pl.itd flrst Neparitc held lniis with tormis

Yoiu mav nut S.ORT Itic.il or menlo hleld.-,

nORT does not work with substrings or Lumplex
exlprts.siolls In makc these a k. list: INDEX

*ExaMpleS: The klahuse Rent~als is to he ,sOR'led on the rent.l Igel t
ii ilics I l iCt: liII nai.IS i c isi s l. Im m

USE Pentmis

SORT ON Sai.lm 70 Aqen
100% Sorted 10 Rincords sorted

The sint dajl.se Reials is it) he IJRred Into rviill
cLimpisons The fields intolved ire ,.jeperson and
Rvncainnih 1he !SORTed hle is iio he put In order ht.
)jlepersun. then In descending numeric order by

SWr LI SdJeperms. R*7L~nrhD ro Agtrent
10% Sorted 10 Records sorted

See 2.15: INDEX

* pf.,r. it fully I tb~ iofl
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USE

I NF Icil' I .11 V\iNIlIg LJjIJXJ. likl .111LII Mt IllV\CIl Illidc\

Syntax: I sI: frlit 'I.lIIIV INIE nillc\ 1l1v l~i)

Notes: L s. E, \%I IIt ILII J I)JrdIIIctcr. Lii- IW HIV dL.I\ C kIdLJh.I'.
.,iitd IIhlc\ tICs iII tie Ltiirrcnik v sccttcd woirk jrci

tilt' III tie little\ hilt list

Tilt ~Index hile list Lan~ cunOit ut up 1o ',eveli hfl l ai ll Ai
t(he tie!. Were crcjced Iroml tile datibuhje tile it U)L>

11 ii' ilias Itim is. iictudctt. the lnanic git.Co I() t[lt: duds is
Inc dIfll asIh tildithisc 111Cc tuflic

rct. 'rd pitiler I-, ptiItioncd~ at tile his( rcotrd iii tie hit:

11L. hc 1 LlidlidsNc IIIC I-, I SiLd \%lI ilic ijr ninlc tlldc. tile"s.
Ilic rucoird liiIcr is- l)t~imilcit .1 ic firs ltii(tad rct rt

0(I [lt:c tir!,( it~c ilic ie d )1INw ltcOrd pIiiMITl I(iili.Ws [ite
o)rdcr Af ial 110c\ hic

Examiiples: it ipcvti tilt: Retlid Iics ki.it.Ibasc \%itoill I IIL i tle a iI d sc I
tie Jili.I it) RcfIniiics

USE Refinws

I(II I)CII tis dilm~i i':. t h.i l I cv I tic \ lIIIC'11i0 -LiI tic

UISE Refns .TAll Na&Jdst.NaWsrat.vWZ1D ALIAS 71

See also: CLOsjE, INDEX, ),I:.I:CI. ',F. I I.[IKX 10

C~~OPY V~j, c.

I. A- WI %~-~~~ -. * * %k
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Database Structures

The address book maintenance database contains two databases. The
address book database, called 'addbook' contains the name, address and
telephone numbers of a number your friends. The other database, called
'xmaslist', contains information on who you sent Christmas cards to this
past year and who sent one to you.

The name of the fields in each of the databases and their associated
characteristics are described below. All fields are character data.

ADDBOOK
Name I=e Coment

last-name 10
fistname 10
spousen 10 husband or wife frst name
maidenn 10 wife's maiden name
address 20
city 14
state 2. two letter abbreviation
zip 5
areacode 3
home tel 8 format -> nrm-nnnn
worktel 8 format -> nnn-nnnn

XVIASLIST
Name Size Comments
lastname 10 same as lastname or maidenn ab-',v
firstname 10 same as firstname or spousen above
sent 1 you sent this person a card (y/n)
received 1 you received a card from this person (v/n')

.1

- .. ._.- .. . ,. . , ... .. .-.
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Menus

Address Book Maintenance (Main-menu)
This is the first menu in the address book maintenance program.

The options that are available from this menu are:
1. Display the record format for each of the databases. Field

names and their size are shown on the screen with an option to print.
2. Through this option, you can add new entries to the

databases, delete existing entries from the databases, or modify
information already in the database.

3. This option will display information that meets specified
criteria. The whole record(s) will be display.

4. Reports can be developed with this option. You can specify
which fields to print in which order, sort order, data selection criteria
and printing options.

5. This options leaves the maintenance system and returns to
dBASE command level.

6. This option is used when you have finished a phase of the
experiment. It just records the time that you finished a task.

- zr_- " C.e" EZ

* 4 E -e'e-a te _

E E- e e .e -t&

Ette- number #o doesiret se ecticn:

I.
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Information
Option 1 from the Main-menu

.. *4*** ° Information * * -------

.* List address boo field names *

* 2 List Xmas card list field names

• -Frint address boo field nae

. 4 Print Xmas card list field names *

t 5 Feturm

Enter number for desired selection:

Update Database
Option 2 from the Main-menu. The first three option affect the

address book database, Options 4 - 6 affect the Xmas card list. The last
option returns you to the Main-menu. Only the address book menus will
be shown since the Xmas card list menus are identical.

"~~~~~~* - ."CE * - ' '- ~ -3
_ 

LZ-

• I*

--- r-- - - -. -

-. - E - L e.tr L L . -

* Delete e - ", g- ' i . is *

Enter number for desired selection:
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SW

Add ent -addesbo

Option I from Update Database menu. All of the fields in the
address book are displayed for you to enter information. The return key
is vs'd to move to the next field. The arrow control keys and the
backspace key can be used to go back to a previous field. The options at
the bottom of the screen appear after you have entered data into the
fields. Null data (e.g. pressing return key without entering data) is
allowed.

1. Allows you to go back and edit the information displayed.
2. Saves current information into the database and lets you

create another database record.
3. Saves the current information into the database and returns

you to the Update Database menu.
4. Returns you to the Update Database menu without saving the

currently displayed information into the database.

********** Add entry to address book ***********

Record No. 16

LAST-NAME
FIRSTNAME
SPOUSE N
MA IDEN_ N

S TE .
ZF
EACSDE

TEL

SC-eEZ: a r CC IV It V:

1. Edit current entry (default)

Z. Save current entry and process arother
- crret enEtr anC; RetLrF

4. ret ur

x1
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Establish criteria for deleting address book entry
Option 2 from the Update Database menu. This menu allows you

to develop the criteria necessary for indicating which records are to be

deleted. Once the criteria is established, the maintenance program will
show you each record that meets the criteria so you can determine
whether or not you want it deleted (see next menu)

Before entering criteria, you are given the option of looking at a

list of the field names so you can spell them correctly. The criterion is
specified by answering each of the four questions. The field name must

be spelled correctly (it will be checked to be sure). Enter the number for
the operator you want, not the operator itself. Enter the character string
that you want to compare against. Only enter a logical operator if you
need to specify more than one comparison requirement.

*** Establish criteria for deleting address boo entry ***

Criteria - (field name) op comparison value)

Enter field name for criteria comparison:

Enter an operator number (default -;- 1):
1.' equal 4; greater than
2 not equal 5' less than or eoual

less then t qre~ter than o, eC'ual

t G etrZ r-'.- ' E

E _ [D lta cperato- numbe- 14

&itlc- : c :te~ia n :r e ie (d a - -

* . . .Oone. :rE:

e. Z. S&~ EZ CEC E z - F

-A ."--

ip
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For example, what if you wanted to delete all of the Taylors from your
address book. After entering the criteria, the system will display the

criteria back to you and present you with several options.
1. Edit the currently displayed criteria
2. Continue with the next phase of the delete activity.

a. if you specified a logical operator it will let you enter
next piece of the criteria.

b. if no logical operator, it will go to the next phase of the
delete activity.

3. List the names of the data fields (in case you forgot or got a

name error) and allow you to edit the currently displayed criteria.

4. Quit what you are doing without doing anything and return

to the Update Database menu.

o Establish Triteria for deleting address boo entry ****

Criteria -.; (field name) (op) (comparison value)

Enter field name for criteria comparison: last_name

Enter an operator number (default -> 1):
1 equal 4* greater than
- not eaual E less than or eqLkal

lees t C E E' ete' or -o c-.v

E-e. zoicel oerator number i*
3C '_Cra -, te I a -E C-.irec , cm 3u!*

*. ~-',e~r~ seiectior criteria is: LAS7T NME= TA=YOF

SeIet an activity:

i E It CL-rent crlte2- 'Ce,'I

C Continue vi th de'ete actlvity

List field names
4 Cuit delete activitv and PetL'

% % % ..
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Delete address book entries
Option 2 from previous menu. The system will present each

record that meet the delete criteria and let you perform any of the
specified activities. When no further records meet the criteria, you have
one last chance to undo your deletes before they become permanently

deleted. You will return to the Update Database menu from here.

.. ****. Delete address bool entries *** **t

Record# LASTNAME FIRST NAME SPOUSEN MAIDENN ADDRESS

STATE ZIF' AREA CODE HOMETEL WOR _TEL

i TAYLOR RODERICI: GAYL HUBBARD 122C7 CABANA LN

TX 512 e779675

Select an activitY:
1 Delete entry and find ne::t (default)

2' Find ne,:t entry

- Duit delete activity

4 Quit delete activlty and undo current deletes

Fstablish criteria for modifving address book entr
Option 3 from the Update Database menu. This menu is identical

to the one used to establish the criteria for selecting records to be deleted.
Records that meet the criteria are displayed in the same format as the Add

record menu (with the current data in the record displayed instead of

blanks) and are processed the same way. Options are self-explanatory.

Establish criteria for querying address book
Option 3 from Main-menu. This Menu is identical to the menu

that establishes the delete record criteria. The "Continue with query

activity" selection will display the record(s) that meet the criteria once

you are through specifying the query criteria. After displaying the
record(s), you will return to the Main-menu.

....................................
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Generate Reports

Option 4 from the Main-menu. 1 and 2 generate reports from the
specified database. Option 3 allows you to generate a report using data
from both databases. Once you make a selection, you will be asked
several additional questions that control the content and formatting of the
report. After providing information in conjunction with these questions,
a report will be displayed to the screen (optionally to the printer). You
will return to this menu after the report is through displaying (printing).

****** *o4-*** Generate Reports **************

* I Display a report using address boo *
* *

* 2. Display a report using Xmas card list *

- Dis!Kav a report using both the

* adoress book and the Xmas card list *

* 4. Return *

*************Emainmenu + reports]**************

E-,e rumbe' 4or desired selection: I

4-

.7 1 :s tc aopea, in the reDort -- c 4.. 4--

-- aspe::v selection, crateeia fo ce-
ob e ir reo t (,., nr- Ce-

L E z - inr c r Z' ~- te E. - c--

41
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Select Sort Fields for Report
This menu will only be shown if you answer yes to the "sort

order?" question. The fields that are available for sorting this report are
displayed for you. You can sort on fields that are not selected as print
fields in the report. The first field selected is the primary sort key with
the others being secondary. Enter, one at a time, the number
corresponding to the field you want to use as a sort key. Press return key
after entering each field number.

Once you have selected all the sort fields , enter '99' to terminate
the selection process and go on to the next phase of the report generation
process.

****.** Select Sort Fields for Report *****-

Field# Field Name Data Base

5 FIRSTNAME ADDEBOO.
6 LAST _NAME ADDBOO

7 SPOUSEN ADDBOO

8 MAIDENN ADDBOO0
9 ADDRESS ADDBOOK

I0 CITY ADDBOOK
11 STATE ADDBOO'

12 ZIP ADDBOOK
13 AREA CODE ADDBOOK
14 HOME _TEL ADDBOOK
1E WOR -TEL ADOO

c er i, te 4ieid select.i

_- r o er. First fli c e--L-ee ,s : E :. : ' E ,

,- - -v '-::~ _ _4 ' ., • - h-" , --%
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Select Fields for Reort
This menu is shown only if you do not want "ALL" of the

available fields to be in the report. The fields that are available for
displaying in this report are shown. Fields selected do not have to be the

same as the sort fields. This menu is processed just like the sort field
selection menu.

.**.*** Select Fields for Report *******

Field# Fieio Name Data base

5 FIRST_ NAME ADDBOO&.
C, LAIET NAME ADDBOOi

7 SPOUSE N ADDBOO,
& MAIDENN ADDBOO:
Q ADDRESS ADDBOO"

I ) CITY ADDBOO
11 STATE ADDBOO ,

12 ZIP ADDBOOF
I7 AREA CODE ADDBO0i
14 HOME _TEL ADDBOO,

15 WOR _TEL HDDBOO

99 Terminate field selection

Enter field# for FIRST field *ou want in report o- 99-default- 9q):

Establish report data selection criteria
This allows you to specify the criteria for selecting records to be

in the report. The menu is identical to the Query criteria selection menu

and processed the same way.

0..

'- . ,,,',' ,W w'- , , '-' ,iy , " ,;'- ' r :'l ' " n - * *. - I .. = •
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Select database linkin criteria
This menu is displayed only if you select option 3 from the

Generate Reports menu. This is used to match records between the two
databases. To get a correct linkage, you need to specify a field that is a
first name (firstname or spousen) and a field that is a last name
(last-name or maidenn) for each database. The options at the bottom of
the screen are:

1. Allows you to edit current linkage criteria
2. Continues with next linkage criteria if logical operator

specified otherwise goes to next phase of report generation.
3. Returns you to the Generate Report menu without doing any

further processing on this report.

* * Select database linkage criteria *.,.

Enter field name from address boo 1
iirst _name .. spouse n

- lastname 4: maiden_n

Enter field name from Xmas card list: 1
1' firstname last-name

Enter logical operator number i;
ad jitional c-iterla requirec (de4au t -

OR. nc-e rectii.ec

- e e
-  

se. e i c, crte -F ,7 -R 7 -NAME.A

C-ont:nue witn report aztinit.

Terminate report criteria activity and Return

I.
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Menu Dialog Mode Hierarchy

S tartup

Main
Menu

Display UpaeQuery Repor
Info Criteria Type

Delete Mod if y Displ~ayILnk
Criteria Ad Cr aria Query Ciei

Delete Moniey Iex Sort
RecwdsRrds dCrtiCriteria Criteria

Now: 1A optional menu
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Task Scoring

V

1. Task 1 consisted of 8 numbered items that contained 13 actions that
were scored for a total of 52 points maximum.

..

2. Task 2 consisted of 6 numbered items that contained 10 actions thatwere scored for a total of 40 points maximum.

3. The scoring for performance effeciveness was based on an iterval
scale from 1 to 4.

4 - Completely correct
3 - almost correct (minor discrepancy)
2 - partially correct (major discrepancy)
1 - totally incorrect or not done

Total maximum points available for a raw performance score was
92. A subject's raw score was then devided by the number of actions
(23) to get the average score per action that represented a performance
effectiveness score.

4. The raw score for performance efficiency was the total time to
perfomr all of the actions on the two tasks. The maximum time was 45
minutes per task for a total of 90 minutes. The numbr was then divided ,
bv the number of actions completed to get the a'erage time to complete
an action that represented the efficiency score.

9

.-

- -~ -. .V.. *d.o
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Task 1

It has been over three months since Christmas and you have decided
to finally update your address book and Christmas card list with all the
changes that have occurred. Being an orderly person, you have made
some notes on the things that need to be done and plan to do then in the
order you have them listed. You have allotted yourself 45 minutes to try
and get as much done as possible.

1. You sent both Pete Zack and Wanda Wonder cards this year but
forgot to put then in your Xmas card list and now would be a good time
to add them. They both sent you a card in return.

2. You got a card from John and Mary Able this year and you know

that you didn't send them one. You are not even sure if they are still on
your Xmas card list. Check to see if they are on the list. If not, add them
to the list. If they are still on the list, just update the information.

3. Make the following changes to the address book:

a. The Baker's new home telephone number is 555-2345.
b. Linda Floatsome now lives at:

1437 Beale St.

Austin. Tx 78727
c. Chuck Meat has re-married again. This time it is to

someone naniej "Bootsic'.

4. You want to cut back on you Xmas card list so display all of the
people who you didn't receive a card from. You'll want to make a
hardcopy print-out of the result for future reference because you are also
going to delete only those people who you didn't send a card to and you
didn't receive a card from them either.
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5. The area code for your hometown of Brady TX was changed from
512 to 915. You need to change this for all of your friends in Brady.
List all of the people who live in Brady when you are finished with the
changes to be sure they are all correct (list first names, last names, city,
state and area code).

6. Make a list of all the Hadleys and Taylors. Only print-out their last
name, first name, city and state. List them so they are ordered by state
then city.

7. Two of your good friends, John Ricket and Brenda Smith got
married over Christmas. They now live at Brenda's house. Combine
these two together into one address book entry. Don't forget to get rid of
the entry(s) no longer needed. List Brenda as the spouse. When you are
finished with the update, list the new entry to be sure everything is ok.

8. You plan to drop a quick note to all those people from whom you
received a card but you didn't send them one. First list them with sent
and received shown. Then make a report that lists the names and
addresses of these people. Do not worry about sorting it. You need to
link (join) the two databases for this report.

U!!
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Task 2

You just remembered another set of notes that you had stuffed into a
desk drawer a few weeks back. Since you have the system up and running

you decide to go ahead and do the work. This time, after 45 minutes

you'll really quit and go do something else.

(PLEASE DO ITEM '6' ON MAINNIENU OR 'DO ENDITENI' WITt
COMMAND LANGUAGE AFTER YOU COMPLETE EACH
NUMBERED ITEM BELOW)

1. You noted that you misspelled a couple of your friends names.
Their last name is "Wiederman" and not "Weiderman". You need to
correct this in both databases. Display the corrections when finished.

2. You have been meaning to call an old friend of yours, Karen Issette.
but you can't remember her husband's name (don't want to be
embarrassed if he remembers yours). List her husbands name and their
phone number.

3. Your Mama wants you to give her the names and addresses of the
Smith girls ncv. that they are all married. She wants to send them all it
little somethin. List both their namics and their hu <',xLI nanw plus

their mailing address.

!S

2g...
- . ~
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4. The post office left you a little card about a month ago saying that
all 78727 zip codes are changed to 78759 because a new post office has
opened. See if any of your friends have a 78727 zip and change them to
the new one.

5. That was the last thing you really needed to do but you decide to just
"poke around" in the data bases a little longer before making a backup of
you changes.

a. List all of your married friends, husband and wife,
sorted by city.
(first name, spouse name, last name,city, and state)

b. Make a list of everyone that was sent an Xmas card and
doesn't live in TX. (first name, last name, city, state,
sent)

c. List everyone who doesn't have a home or work phone
listed in the address book. You plan to try and get them one
of these days. (last name, first name, home and work
telephone numbers)

6. Now that you are through fooling around, you need to make a list
(sorted by last name) of everybody in the address book (all fields) as 'our
backup. Do this for the Xmas card list as well.
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COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCE SURVEY
Thank you for volunteering to participating in this experiment. This

survey will be used to classify individuals into several groups from which
subjects will be randomly selected for the experiment. You will be
contacted within the next week if you are selected. The last four digits of
your social security number (or student id number) are only needed for
tracking subjects through the experiment as part of a group. Your name
and phone number are needed to contact you about the experiment.

Name Telephone

SSAN (last 4 digits)

1. List approximate number of undergraduate classes where using a
computer was an integral part of the course requirement (e.g. programming
class, data base class, statistics class). _

2. How many of those undergraduate classes listed above were data
processing or computer science courses? .._

3. List approximate number of graduate classes where using a computer 'd
was an integral part of the course requirement (e.g. programming class,

data base class, statistics class). _.__

4. How many of those graduate classes listed above were data processinc
or computer science courses?

5. How many years/months of work experience do you have with computer
technology (such as programming, data base, teaching, and design)?

.years months

%L
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6. Which of the following programming languages have you used for at
leaste three months or had as a semester course?

-Cobol -Fortran -Basic _PLI Lisp __Assembler _Other

7. Which of the following type of computer equipment have you worked

a',with?

_Personal computer _IBM mainframe __VAX mainframe

-CDC mainframe _Mini computer __Other mainframes

8. Which of the following types of computer applications have you had

experience with?

_Database (e.g. dBASE, Ingres,System 2000)

Spread sheet (e.g. Lotus 1-2-3, Multiplan)
-Word processing (e.g. Wordstar, XEDIT, Word,Script)

_Statistical packages (e.g. SAS, IMS)

_Electronic mail

9. How much dBASE experience have you had?

-None
_Introduction (less than 3 hrs instruction)

Introduction plus completed a small exercise (e.g. DPA 385 exercise)

Training (over 3 hrs instruction) plus several small exercises
_Use occasionally but have developed several small and large

projects
Use regularly to develop both large and small systems

10. How long have you been using dBASE (days, weeks or years)?

11. In your opinion, how would you classify youself on your overall dBASE
experience and knowledge?

No experience Novice Intermediate

-Advanced Very experienced _Expert

,

-a. .,€ .' .f ,, ' . : ,., ,€ ,,..' . . . . . . . - . .r" " - " '. , . , " "." - ' " "•" ' - "" - ' , ."
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12. In your opinion, how would you classify youself on your overall 4

computer experience and knowledge?
__No experience -_Novice __intermediate P

-_Advanced -Very experienced _Expert

Times that you would not be available for participating in the experiment

Morning Early Afternoon Late afternoon Evening
(9-11) (1-3) (4:30 -6:30) (7-9)

Mon _ _ _i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
Tue I_____ _________I_________
Wed I______ _______

Thur ________I
Fri _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

Sat-
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Technical Experi ence Distributio n

20. Novice Expert
18.

F 16.
r 14
eq 12 Mean Years Experience
u 1 Expert - 4.55
u 10 Novice - 0.56

e 8 fln 6.•

y 4.-
2 .

i

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55+

Technical Experience Score

p

- - :-. .%.. ~ .- -.. . . . . . . . . ,-. m.

* ~* .- :- ',j
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SATISFACTION SURVEY

1. Consider your feeling about the computer interface mode (e.g. menu, command
language, etc) used in this experiment. Indicate where you feelings best lie between
these pairs of contrasting words.

Extremely Quite Sightly Neutral Slightly Quite Extremely

Easy-to-use . .. .. Hard-to-use

Frustrating . .. .. Comfortable

Simple -.. .. Complicated

Hard-to-learn . .. .. Easy-to-learn

Confusing •_ _ _ _ _ _- Obvious

Satisfying . .-.. Dissatisfying

2. Consider these statements and indicate where you feelings lie between the pairs of

words. The range ofvalues are the same as used in question 1 above.

To me, the type of computer interface mode that a computer system uses is:

Important : .. :: ._Unimportant

Overall, my satisfaction with the computer interface mode used in this
expenment is:

Satisfactory . . . . . . _Unsatisfactory

Overall, my satisfaction with the task required in this experiment (updating address
book and Christmas card list) is:

Unsatisfactory . .. .Satisfactory

Overall, my satisfaction with this expenment is:

Unsatisfactory .. Satisfactory

%%

S

rc r .. . , , ,. . . . .. . , ... ,.- .... _.. .. ,... . , . ,. .. . .. . .. , . ;. & ,-.. ..... ,.. -. -,. .... ... ..-... ... . . .... ... ... . . .-
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""I

3. Consider the following statements. How much do you agree or disagree with each?

We're interested in your impressions about computer interface modes in general and

your impressions about the computer interface mode used in this experiment.

a. I prefer a computer system to use Menus rather than a Command Language as

the computer interface mode.

Strongly Agree Slightly Netal SWy Agree Strongly
Agree Agree Diagme Dsagree

,.

*,',

b. I prefer a computer system to have more than one computer interface mode

(both menu and command language for example).

Strongly Agree Sigty Neutral Sigty Agree Strongly
Agree Agree t: agra Disagre

4. Please feel free to write any comments you want about the experiment as a whole, the
task you were asked to perform, the computer dialog mode used, the handouts used in

the experiment, the training or anything else. Thanks again for participating.

%.

"-
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Sample Log Scoring

Two partial logs were selected to provide a sample of the type of

output generated by the experiment. The logs are the first four items in

task two. The handwriting in the logs is the scorer's marks for

completing each item. Both logs have a dump of the data base at the end

for the scorer to use in determining the correctness of adds, deletes, and

modification requirements. No judgements were made on how the

subject completed each item. They were scored strictly on whether or

not they accomplished what was required; thus, there was quite a variety

of methods used to complete the items in the tasks.

The command language subject, ID = 8350, was an expert in

technology but had no dBASE experience. This subject received full

credit for each item part scored. In the #3 item, only two individuals

were listed for the correctly stated DISPLAY statement instead of 3

because the subject did not add the third person as part of an item in task

1. The log reflects everything typed by the subject even those characters

that were erased with the backspace character.

The menu subject, ID = 8224, was also an expert in technology

without any previous dBASE experience. This subject received a +4.+0

on item #1 because the subject correctly made the changes (+4) but did

not list the changes as required in the item; thus, a +0. Full credit was

obtained on the other items. The menu log consisted of at leaste one line

of text from each menu presented to the subject, used to track the

subject's progress, and the minimum amount of data, entered by the

subject on the menu, required to determine his actions.

......................... ,..,.,... .......--...-..,
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Sample Command Language Log

UDSE ADDBOOK ' 0.

REPLACE LAST-ARME WITH 'WIEDERMAN' FOR LAST-NAME-NAME 'WEIDERMRH'

2 records replaced -

USE XMAHSLIST

REPLACE LAST-NAME -"ME WITH 'WIEDERMRH' FOR LASTHAME - 'WEIDER1AN'

2 records replaced L/

DISPLAY FOR LAST-NRE='EIIEDERhRH'

Records LASTHRME FIRSTNRIE SENT RECEIVED
16 UIEDERMAN RICHARD Y N
17 WIEDERMRAN GERTRUDE N Y

USE ADDBOOK

DISPLAY FOR LAST-NRME-'WIEDERMRN'

Record$ LAST.JIAME FIRST-MRIE SPOUSE- MRIDE-h ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP AREP,_CODE HOME-TEL WORK-TEL

22 WIEDERMAH RICHARD 3128 ACORN -

HOUSTON TX 79884 809 31r-9978
23 WIEDERMRN GERTRUDE 1831 WALNUT

HOUSTON TX 78922 432 332-8999 332-8176
DO ENDITEM -

04/15/86
02:00:01

'a,

Enter item number you just finished: I

If lost item in task, tell monitor

Press any key to continue...
DISPLAY FOR LAST-JAME-'ISSETTE'.AHD.FIRST-AME-'KARE' SPOUSEN,

HOME-TEL

Records SPOUSEJH HOfMETEL

* DISPLAY FOR LAS-.NAME=*ISSETTE'.ARD.(FIRST-MAME-'KAREh OR.
SPOUSE.I-'KRREN') SPOUSE-N, HOME-TEL

Variable not found
? X

DISPLAY FOR LRST-RME'ISSETTE'.RHID.(FIRST-HRME-'KRREH'.DR.

%% %
-'-
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SPOUSL-'KAREN') SPOUSEH, HOMELTEL
Do you wont some help? (Y/N) No

DISPLAY FOR LAST-KRME-'ISSETTE',RliD.(FIRST-nRME.KRREN, OR.
SPOUSEL'i-'KAREH') SPOUSLH HOnELTEL

Record* SPOUSEJI HOMELTEL
2 KAREN 445-9483

DISPLAY

Records LASTHRME FIRSTHRME SPOUSEJH MAIDEJH_ ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZiP ARERACODE HOME-TEL WORKTEL

LOCATE LRST-NRME-'ISSETTE'

Syntax error

LOCATE LRSTJIRME-'ISSETTE'
Do you wont some help? (Y/N) No
. LOCATE FOR LRST-NAME='ISSETTE'

Record - 2

. OISPLAY

Record' LASTJNRME FIRSTNAME SPOUSEH MRIDEh_ ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP RREFCODE HOMELTEL WORK-TEL

2 ISSETTE JOSE KRREH SWOOP 2342 WEST CIRCLE
AUSTIN TX 78727 512 445-9483 471-3322

DISPLAY FIAST.J4RME,HOnELTE.L

Record* FIRSTIAME HOnELTEL
2 JOSE 445-9483

DOE EHDITEM

04/15/6
02:04:48

Enter item number you just finished: 2

If lost item in task, tell monitor
Press any key to continue.,.
. DISPLAY FOR MRIDEJ"-'SMITH' SPOUSEH, FIRSTHREMERME, ADDRESS, CITY,
STATE,ZIP

Records SPOUSEJ4 FIRSTNAME ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP
5 ORETCH BILL 934 JOJO FORT WORTH TX 75664
6 BETTY RICHARD 4434 4TH ST BRADY TX 78725
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DISPLAY FOR MAIDEItH-'SMITH' SPOUSE-_J, FIAST-NRME,LRST)_N,

LRSTLASTHAME,FIRSHRAME, ADDRESS,CITY,STST,ETE,TZIP

Record' SPOUSEH LASTJNRME FIRSTHAME ADDRESS CITY STATE
ZIP

5 GRETCH HOLMES BILL 931 JOJO FORT WORTH TX tA7
75661

5 BETTY KELLY RICHARD 4431 4TH ST BRADY TY
78725

DO EBDITEM

01/15/86
02:09:14

Enter item number you just finished; 3

If last item in task, tell monitor

Press any key to continue...

REPLACE ZIP WITH 'U6759' F078759' FOR ZIP-'78727

Unterminated string

REPLACE ZIP WITH '78759' FOR ZIP-'78727
O you want some help? (Y/H) Ho
REPLACE ZIP WITH '78759' FOR ZIP-'78727'

5 records replaced
DISPLAY FOR ALL UITHZ1P-'8759'

Record$ 21P"78759'
I T.
2 T.
3 F.

5 F,
6 F
7 F
8 F.
9 F.

10 F
11 T.
12 T.

13 F,

14 F.
15 F.

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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16 F.I? .F.
18 .T.

19 F.

20 F.
Press any key to continue
Rerord' ZIP-'76759'

21 F.
22 F.
23 .F.
24 F.

DISPLAY FOR ZIP-'78759'

Record* LASYIAME FIRST.JHRME SPOUSEJ-I MRIDELN_ ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP ARERCODE HOMELTEL WORK-TEL

I TAYLOR RODERICK GAYL HUBBARD 12207 CABANA LN
AUSTIN TX 78759 512 837-9675 471-3322

2 ISSETTE JOSE KAREN SWOOP 2342 WEST CIRCLE
AUSTIN TX 78759 512 445-9483 471-3322.

11 TAYLOR HARRY CAROLYN LEWIS 12602 TERRA NOVA 44/
AUSTIN TX 70759 512' 555-9987

12 HADLEY TRENT MARTHA 56707 CAVERN SPGS
AUSTIN TX 78759

18 FLOATSOME LINDA 1437 BEALE ST.
AUSTIN TX 78759

00 EKOITEM

041/15/86

02.11:16

Enter item number you just finished: 4

if last item in tasok, tell monitor
Press on keu to continue...

- . - .'* -c.. , t.- ', .x-.. "-,, .. . -
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Sample Menu Log

01/114/86 "
01 31 :38 p

Enter number for desired selection: 2

***************[minmenu update]****************

Enter number for desired selection: 3

*SS Establish criteria for modifying address book entry *

Do you need to see a list of field names and field lengths? (yin): H

*** Establish criteria for modifying address book entry '

*S Current selection criteria is: LASTJIRME-'UEIDERMRH'

Select an activity: 2

********* Modify entry address book ******

Record Ho. 21
Select an activity: 3

*****************[minmenu + update]****************

Enter number for desired selection: 3

* Establish criteria for modifying address book entry '**

Do you need to see a list of field names and field lengths? (yin): H

**S Establish criteria for modifying address book entry *

** Current selection criteria is; LASTNAME-'WEIDERMAN'

Select an activity: 2

****S**** Modify entry address book -

Record Ho. 22

Select an activity: 2

... End of database reached. Ho records left to examine
Press any key to continue.. .K

****************[minmenu + update]****************

Enter number for desired selection:
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Enter number for desired selection: 6

*** Establish criteria for modifying Xmas cord list entry *

Do you need to see a list of field names and field lengths? (y/n): H

Establish criteria for modifying Xmas cord list entry *

** Current selection criteria is; LRST-ARME-'WEIDERMAH'
Select an activity; 2

********** Modify entry Xmas card list *

Record Ho. 19
Select an activity: 2

Record Mo. 20
Select an activity: 3

******************* nmenup

Enter number for desired selection: 7

************[lain-menu]*s*************

Enter number for desired selection: 6

01/141/86
01:36:59
Enter item number you just finished: I

If last item in task, tell monitor

Press any key to continue...K

Enter number for desired selection: 4

s**SSS*****[i***e** * reports**m*****I

Enter number for desired selection: I

*mm Establish addbook report data selection criteria ****

Do you need to see a list of field names and field lengths' (y/n):H

* E Establish oddbook report data selection criteria ***

-.• . . . . . . . ° • . . I

..... , -. -. ..• . ".- " " " : :-:.. . "" T ' ' '' " -'-.'''-.. "".,"." -- " -
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"Current selection criteria is: LRSL..NRfE*'ISSETTE'

Select an activity. 2

SSelect Fields for Report ***

5 FIRSIJAnME RODBOOK

6 LRSL.NRIE RODBOOW
7 SPOUSEJI ROD800
8 flAIDEILII ROOBOOK
9 AIDDRESS ADOBOOK
10 CITY AOBOOK
11 STATE ADOBOOK
12 2IP RODBOOK
13 RRER-.CODE RDDBOIJK
I'l HOME-TEL ODBOOK
15 UORK-TEL RODBOOK

Enter fields for FIRST field you wont in report or 99(defoult->99); 5

Current field list: FIRSTJIAIIE
Enter fieldg for NEXT field you want in report or 99(defoult->99): 13

Current field list: FIRSTJIAI1E,RREA..CDDE
Enter field' for NEXT field you want in report or 99(default->99): 14

Current field list; F IRSTJIAI E,RREFL-CDDE,HDI1LTEL
Enter fields for NEXT field you want in report or 99(defoult->99): 99

FIRSTJIRE RRER- MDE HOME-TEL
JOSE 512 445-"i83 -t

Press any key to continue... .K
*8****'*S*8**'f*moinmenu +rpr$********

Enter number for desired selection: 4 .,

Enter number for desired selection: 6

04/11/86
01:38:47
Enter item number you just finished: 2

If last item in task, tell monitor
Press any key to continue. ..K .5

""~~'S"''(m in-enu *S*S****S%

Enter number for desired select ion: 4

%0
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""""""""#(slineenu + reports]****************

Enter number for desired selection: 1

8** Establish addbook report data selection criteria *=

Do you need to see a list of field names and field lengths? (y/n):;"

*8* Establish addbook report data selection criteria *

8* Current selection criteria is: MRIDEK.N-'SMITH'

Select an activity: 2

**8*8* Select Fields for Report ******"

5 FIRST-NlME RODBOOK
6 LRSTJIRME RDDBOOK

7 SPOUSEJN RODBOOK

8 MRIDEI4 ROOBOOK
9 ADDRESS RDDBOOK

10 CITY RDDBOOK
11 STATE RODEOOK.
12 ZIP RDDbOOK
13 RREACODE RODBOOK
1i HOMETEL RODDBOOK
15 WORK-TEL RODDBOOK

Enter field' for FIRST field you wont in report or 99(default->99): 7

Current field list: SPOUSLIE-
Enter fields for NEXT field you want in report or 99(defoult->99): 5

Current field list: SPOUSEJI,FIRSTJIRME
Enter fields for NEXT field you want in report or 99(default->99): 6

Current field list: SPOUSE.-,FIRSTNAME,LAST-HNAME

Enter fields for NEXT field you want in report or 99(defoult->99): 9

Current field list: SPOUSE.N,FIRST-IAME,LASTAME,ADDRESS

Enter field' for NEXT field you want in report or 99(default->99): 10

Current field list: SPOUSE.N,FIRST._RME,LASTNAME,RDORESSCITY

Enter field' for NEXT field you @ant in report or 99(defouit-O19) 1

Current field list: SPOUSE...N,FIRSTJ4RME,LRST-RM!E,RDORESSCITYSTRTE %

Enter field' for NEXT field you @ant in report or 99(defoult->99): 12

............................................................................
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Current field list: SPOUSE-h,FIRST-AME,LAST J-AME,RDDRESS,CITY,STATE,21p
Enter field' for NEXT field you want in report or 99(defoult->99): 99

SPOLISEH FIRSTNAME LASTNAME ADDRESS CITY STATE 21P
(RETC'H BILL HOLMES 934 JOJO FORT WORTH TX 756614-
BETTY RICHARD KELLY 4434 4TH ST BRADY TX 78725
BRENDA JOHN RICKET 826 WEST IOTH FORT WORTH TX 76744
Press any key to continue.,K

*Enen***********eend sreports]****S*ct**so;**

Enter number for desired selection: 4

s*sss******s *[ai-eu**s*ss * .ss**

Enter number for desired selection: 6

04/14/86
01:40:46
Enter item number you just finished: 3

If last item in task, tell monitor
Press any key to continue...K

E *****num eo*r desiienmenu]****c*tion:s2

Enter number for desired selection: 24

s***s*****ain*e****** repor'ts]***************

Enter number for desired selection: I

* Establish oddbook report data selection criteria **

Do you need to see a list of field names and field lengths? (y/n):H

*SS Establish oddbook report data selection criteria 

** Current selection criterio is: 21P-'78727'

Select on activity; 2

SS***** Select Fields for Report *

5 FIRSTIAIME RODDBOOK
6 LRSTJAfME ADDBOOK
7 SPOUSE.N ADODBOOK
8 MAIDENJ4 ADDBOOK
9 ADDRESS ADOBOOK

10 CITY RODBOOK
I STATE ADDBOOK
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12 ZIP RODDOOK
13 ARERCODE ADDBOOK
Ii HOME-TEL RDD8OOK

15 WO~rTEL ADDBOO

Enter fields for FIRST field you want in report or 99(default->99): 6

Current field list: LASTNAME

Enter fields for NEXT field you wont in report or 99(defoult->99): 5

Current field list: LRSTHRME,FIRSTNRME

Enter fields for NEXT field you want in report or 99(defoult->99); 12

Current field list: LAST..HRME,FIRST..AME,ZIP

Enter fields for NEXT field you want in report or 99(defoult->99): 99

LASTAME FIRST-NMRE ZIP

TAYLOR RODERICK 78727
ISSETTE JOSE ?8727

TAYLOR HARRY 78727
HADLEY TRENT 78727

FLORTSOflE LINDA 78727
press any key to continue...K

****************(*inmenu +reports]****************

Enter number for desired selection: 4

*****SSS****SS[eoinggfu * upd te)*wmm*S*w*

Enter number for desired selection; 3

**S Establish criteria for modifying address book entry

Do you need to see a list of field noses and field lengths (y/n). H

s** Establish criteria for modifying address book entry "*

8* Current selection criteria is: LRSJ..HRME TAYLOR' '

Select an activity: 2

*SSI*S*#* fModify entry address book SSSSSSSSS

Record No. I

Select an activity: 3

4*"ss***ssw****[moinmenu + update]**********""

*~- 1 L- -. .
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Enter number for desired selection: 3

Establish criteria for modifying address book entry **

11o you need to see a list of field names and field lengths? (y/n): Hi

* Establish criteria for modifying address book entry -

S* Current selection criteria is: LRSTHAME-'ISSETTE'

Select an activity: 2

8*8*8*** * Modify entry address book ****

Record Mo. 2
Select on activity: 3

************************* + update]****************

Enter number for desired selection: 3 -

*88 Establish criteria for modifying address book entry **8

Do you need to see a list of field names and field lengths? (y/n): H

888 Establish criteria for modifying address book entry **.

8* Current selection criteria is: LRSTIME-'TRYLOR'

Select an activity: 2

********** Modify entry address book ***

Record Ho. I

Select an activity 2

Record Mo. 10

Select or activity 3

SS**88*** 8S*u.mo nmenu ° uadot e J*** "'',.*.

Enter number for desired selection: 3

'* Establish criteria for modifying address book entry 58*8

Do you need to see a list of field names and field lengths? (y/n) M

*88 Establish r-iteria for modifying address book entry *

3

I
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** Current selection criteria is: LRSTMRME='HRDLEY' "

Select an activity: 2 "

*"*****S Modify entry address book ***3***

Record Ho. 3

Select an activity: i

Record Mo. 11

Select an activity: 3

*********nmenu*** *** update*'****

Enter number for desired selection: FLORTSOME3

* Establish criteria for modifying address book entry *

Do you need to see a list of field names and field lengths? (y/n): H
-4

SS* Establish criteria for modifying address book entry *%*S

** Current selection criteria is: LRSTJRME-'FLORTSOME'

Select an activity: 2

********* Modify entry address book ******

Record Mo. 17

Select an activity:

Record Ho. 17

Select and activity; 33

***************(mainmenu + update]****************

Ent-r number for desired selection; 7

Enter number for desired selection: 6

04/14/86

01:47:00

Enter item number you just finished:

If last item in task, tell monitor

Press any key to continue...K
ssiltmsmssssssssfmaoi n-menu]SS*Sllllmmll %

A~ %.
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